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Sammanfattning 
Detta examensarbete är en konceptutveckling utförd för Home Comfort avdelningen på 
Electrolux och Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan under vårterminen 2014. Författaren Hanna 
Lundén samarbetar med Industridesignstudenten Luis R. Velazquez från Lunds Universitet. 

Målet är att omdefiniera vad en Split airconditioner är idag och utveckla ett koncept i linje 
med vad användaren vill ha, önskar och åtrår. Projektet är begränsat till att använda den 
teknik som finns i dagens Split enheter samt att endast utveckla inomhusdelen av systemet. 

Ett teoretiskt ramverk är samlat för att besvara forskningsfrågan: Hur kan dagens teknik i 
Split airconditioning användas i en enhet för kyla och värme av ett rum, för att öka 
användarens belåtenhet, medans den är energieffektiv? Denna kompletteras med användar- 
och marknadsstudier som ska inspirera en användarcentrerad konceptutveckling. Insikterna 
används i idéframtagningsprocessen där scenarier skapas baserade på trendstudier för att öka 
kreativiteten. En teknisk analys genomförs parallellt och två workshops utförs för att generera 
idéer för en ny komponentarkitektur. Värmeväxlaren och fläkten är identifierade som de mest 
inflytelserika komponenterna på enhetens funktionalitet och alla andra komponenter ska 
utvecklas utefter parametrarna dessa sätter. 

Resultatet är en sovrums-airconditioner med ett nytt luftflöde, en ny form samt ny 
användarinteraktion. Det nya luftflödet är utformat efter två principer: varm luft stiger och luft 
följer ytor. Enheten riktar luften uppåt och ut mot angränsande ytor när den kyler och vice 
versa nedåt när den värmer rummet. Den runda formen och designen repellerar den 
boxliknande arketypen Split enheterna har idag. Den nya formen kräver en ny 
komponentarkitektur, vilket ändrar alla komponenters konstruktion. Den nya 
värmeväxlarkonstruktionen analyseras och jämförs med en nuvarande för att validera 
enhetens effektivitet. En ny fläkt definieras tillsammans med en av de största fläkttillverkarna 
Ebm-papst. 

För att skapa en åtråvärd produkt användare kan relatera till är interaktionen utformad för att 
skapa en god sömnmiljö i sovrummet. Forskning visar ett det är fundamentalt för hälsan att 
följa en sömnrytm och att ljus samt temperatur kan användas som hjälpmedel. Det är bevisat 
att omgivningsljus av olika våglängder främjar kroppens produktion av sömn- respektive 
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väcknings-hormoner. LED lampor med aktuella våglängder är därför integrerade i enheten för 
att skapa en tyst guide till en regelbunden sömnrytm. Temperaturen är programmerad till att 
automatiskt ställa om sig till kroppens inre temperaturskillnader som sker under sömnen, 
vilket ska öka komforten och samtidigt sänka energiförbrukningen. Alla inställningar kan bli 
ändrade efter personliga preferenser. Kontrollen är designad för intuitiv användning som går 
att utföra under nattens sömntid. Detaljerade inställningar ändras i en Smartphone applikation 
medan en enkel fjärrkontroll kan ändra temperatur och tid för uppvaknande.  

Resultatet anses bemöta projektmålen väl. Sovrumsfokuset och det nya luftflödet är lätt att 
kommunicera och är något alla användare kan relatera till. De viktigaste komponenterna för 
enhetens effektivitet, fläkten och värmeväxlaren, är jämförda med nuvarande motsvarigheter 
med positiva resultat. Den nya formen differentierar sig från den nuvarande rektangulära 
boxen och är därav mer uttrycksfull för personlig smak. Detta går väl ihop med den 
expressionist Electrolux förmedlar som sin målgrupp. 
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Abstract 
This Master of Science thesis covers a concept development project conducted for the Home 
Comfort department at Electrolux and The Royal Institute of Technology during the spring 
semester 2014. The author Hanna Lundén collaborates with the Industrial Design student Luis 
R. Velazquez from Lund University. 

The aim is to redefine what a Split air conditioner is today and develop a concept aligned with 
what users want, wish and desire. The project is restricted to the technology used in today’s 
Split air conditioners and focus on the indoor unit only. The indoor unit is developed to match 
a current outdoor unit. It will be a reversed air conditioner, meaning it can both cool and heat. 

A theoretical frame of reference is gathered to answer the research objective: How can 
today’s technology in Split air conditioning be applied in one device for cooling and heating 
of a room, in order to create higher user satisfaction, while being energy efficient? 
Furthermore, extensive user and market research is gathered and analysed to inspire a user 
focused concept development. The insights are used for brainstorming where trend study 
input creates near future scenarios to trigger creativity. A technology analysis is performed as 
a parallel process and two workshops are conducted to generate ideas for new the component 
architecture. The heat exchanger and fan are identified as most important components and all 
other components should be developed according to the parameters they set. 

The result is a bedroom air conditioner with a new airflow, shape and user experience. The 
new airflow is developed based on two principles: hot air rises and air follows surfaces. The 
unit directs the air upwards out towards surrounding room surfaces when cooling and vice 
versa downwards when heating. The shape and design respells the box-like Split air 
conditioner archetype. The new shape demands a new component architecture, which change 
all component constructions. The new heat exchanger construction is analysed and compared 
to a current one to validate the unit efficiency. A new fan is defined together with one of the 
largest fan distributors Ebm-papst.  

The product is made more desirable and easy to relate to by developing the interaction to 
create a good sleep environment in the bedroom. Research shows that it is crucial to follow a 
healthy sleep cycle and that light as well as temperature can be used as aid. Ambient light in 
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different wavelengths is proven to trigger sleep or wake-up hormones. LED lights are 
integrated in the unit to provide a silent guide to a regular sleep pattern. The temperature is 
programmed to automatically adjust to the body temperature change during sleep, which aims 
to raise the comfort level and lower the energy consumption. All settings can be changed to 
personal preferences. The control is developed for intuitive interaction that can be done 
during the night’s sleep. The user choose detailed settings in a Smartphone application and 
can use a simplified remote control for changing temperature and wake-up time.  

The results are considered to meet the project purpose and goal. The bedroom focus and new 
airflow is easy to communicate and is something all users can relate to. The key components 
for unit efficiency, the fan and the heat exchanger, is validated in comparison to a current unit 
with successful results. The new shape differs from today’s rectangular box, which makes the 
unit a statement product more likely to find desirable for the Electrolux expressionist target 
group.  
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1 Introduction 
The introduction entails the background of the thesis project, presented with the assignment 
and purpose. Sub-chapters present project limitations as well as the methodology used. 

1.1 Background 
Electrolux sees a market opportunity for a new Split air conditioner that challenges and 
redefines what an air conditioner is today. This report describes the concept development of a 
Split air conditioner in collaboration with the Home comfort department at Electrolux. The 
author of this report Hanna Lundén works together with the industrial design student Luis R. 
Velazquez from Lund University.  
 
The Split air conditioner has separate indoor and outdoor units connected with pipes for the 
refrigerant. Figure 1 illustrates the two Split units when cooling a room. 
 

 
Figure 1. The Split air conditioner is divided in one indoor and one outdoor unit, hence the 

name Split.The arrows illustrate the airflow when cooling. 
 
The product segment of Split air conditioning has been characterized for being uniform in 
terms of usability and looks. The indoor unit is normally a rectangular, undifferentiated box 
used with a remote control. (Alexandersson, 2014) The air conditioning market is growing 
rapidly (Letschert et. al., 2008) despite lack of design and modern ways of interaction. At the 
time of the thesis Electrolux outsource their air conditioner segment to Chinese suppliers. 
Although Electrolux designs the interaction parts themselves, they keep most of the unit as 
the supplier produces it. With an increasing market Electrolux sees the opportunity to redefine 
the Split air conditioner and transform it to a consumer’s product that attracts the Electrolux 
costumer. 
 
While the increasing market is an opportunity for the corporate side it is also a major 
environmental threat. It is estimated that over 15% of the world’s global energy consumption 
is used for air conditioning. Investigations show that 87% of the households in the United 
States have air conditioners. (American Scientist, 2014) If developing countries adopt usage 
at the same levels it could mean a big rise in energy demand. Research estimates that huge 
carbon savings can come from seemingly little things done smarter (Fast Company & Inc, 
2014) The project investigates solutions that can lower the impact of this growing market. 
 

Indoors        Outdoors 
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The project was executed during the spring semester of 2014 and supervised by Martin 
Alexandersson, Head of design at the Home Comfort division. The project was conducted 
from the Electrolux design department in Stockholm, which allowed the participants to make 
use of in-house assets. Besides Martin Alexandersson and the Home Comfort team, expert 
advices from engineering, product planning and marketing were at the project’s disposal. 

1.2 The assignment 
The assignment is to develop a Split air conditioner concept that challenges the current 
platform in consumer usage, aesthetic design and functionality. The goal is to develop a Split 
air conditioner concept for a global market more aligned with consumer needs, wishes and 
desires. The end concept should be feasible to produce in a near future, taking in 
consideration technological and environmental aspects as well as user demands. 
 
The collaboration between the industrial design and design engineer student is divided such 
that the first is responsible for the exterior whilst the latter is responsible for the mechanical 
design and interior architecture.  

1.3 Goal and purpose 
The end result will be a fully working cooling and heating device designed to meet the user 
needs in an energy efficient manner. The concept aims to function as a basis for possible next 
generation products that redefines the way we look at air conditioners today. The project will 
put great effort in creating a concept different from today’s unit and desirable to users since 
Electrolux has well trained experts that can finalize technical details. 
 
The authors personal goal in parallel to the assignment is to learn more about the Studio 
engineer role she will practice. The idea is to support the aesthetic values dictated by the 
industrial design student while keeping the concept feasible both technically and 
economically. Furthermore, the author values sustainable solutions and will include her Eco-
design training in the concept design. The aim is to investigate possibilities in integrating 
“design for sustainable behaviour” in the product development. It is an area the author has not 
yet practiced but foresees to be important within consumer products. 

1.4 Research objective 
The developed concept shall be a manifestation of answers to the overarching research 
objective:  
 
How can today’s technology in Split air conditioning be applied in one device for cooling and 
heating of a limited space, in order to create higher user satisfaction, while being more 
energy efficient? 
 
The research objective is divided in two parts with more detailed research questions 
formulated in each division. The project investigates both areas and will base the product 
development on the findings.  

1.4.1 Is the box on the wall necessary? 
The project initially starts from questioning the main archetype of current Split air 
conditioners: “a box in the wall”. See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. The Split air conditioner archetype 

 
What motivates the characteristic shape of the current Split air conditioner? How come the 
technique and unit architecture has stayed basically the same for decades? What other options 
can be explored with current technology components? How much can the size and shape of 
the air conditioner be changed without compromising its performance? How does the 
positioning of the unit in the room affect the cooling and heating efficiency? How does the air 
direction inside the unit as well as out from it affect the cooling and heating efficiency? How 
does the environment affect the Split air conditioner performance? 

1.4.2 Getting to know the user 
Who is the Electrolux target market for Split air conditioners?  What insights can be drawn 
from current Split air conditioner consumers about cooling or heating related needs, wishes 
and desires? What are the general user opinions of today’s Split air conditioner in terms of 
shape and interaction?  Is the Split air conditioner associated with certain usage compared to 
other types of air conditioners? Who would be a suitable target group in a near future 
scenario? How will the consumers’ living conditions change in the near future? What are the 
general user opinions of today’s Split air conditioner in terms of shape and interaction? How 
could smart technology be applied and why would a smart air conditioner be more aligned 
with near future living conditions? What effects does consumer usage and technical 
components have on the energy consumption of the system? 

1.5 Limitations 
The project focuses on Split air conditioners that have one outdoor unit connected to one 
indoor unit. Based on time constraints the project focuses on the indoor unit only. It is the part 
of the Split air conditioner that the consumer mostly interacts with. The indoor unit will be 
developed to function with an existing outdoor unit. The indoor unit has a housing, a heat 
exchanger, a fan and filters that removes dust from the air. 

1.5.1 Market and target group 
Electrolux consider North America, Brazil, and Australia as their main markets for air 
conditioning. Meanwhile the European, Middle East, Latin American, and Chinese markets 
are in a fast and continuing growth. (Alexandersson, 2014) The initial approach is to design a 
global consumer product, however later in the product development process it will be 
analysed if it is beneficial to orient it to a specific market.  

1.5.2 Technology 
The project will use existing air conditioning technology and components. However, the 
technology can and should be modified so that the platform is used in a more energy efficient 
way and challenges the current aesthetics of the Split air conditioner. 

1.5.3 Environmental impact 
The concept development is restricted to today’s technology. It shall be implemented in such 
a way that minimize its environmental impact, in other words maximizes the efficiency of the 
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unit. The interaction shall also be developed to automatically help the user minimize hers or 
his energy consumption. 

1.6 Methodology 
The project process is inspired by a classic product development process for mechanical 
design (Ullman, 2003). The mechanical design process is shortened to finish at a concept 
level, aligning it with the project assignment. It is more relevant to invest time on research 
and how to develop a concept based on in depth user insights, rather than a component ready 
for production. To ensure this, a part of the first phase ‘Project definition and planning’ called 
‘Research market’ is made into its own phase ‘Discovery stage’. The design process is thus 
divided in the phases ‘Project Definition and planning’, ‘Discovery stage’, ‘Specification 
definition’ and ‘Conceptual design’. The results are then presented, including 3D models. 

1.6.1 Project definition and planning methodology 
It is decided to follow a Stage-gate methodology organizing the work in stages divided by 
gates (Ullman, 2003). Each gate is a design review with Electrolux where the work of the 
previous stage is accepted or altered to fit the Electrolux development plan. For a schedule see 
Appendix 1.  

1.6.2 Discovery stage methodology 
A theoretical frame of reference is gathered to find answers to the research objective. A 
literature and online study is conducted as well as a technology workshop when a Split unit is 
disassembled.   
 
A user and market study is performed with the same objective. The main source for user 
experience insights comes from Electrolux’s extensive research. A brief pilot study is 
performed when interviews are held with Split air conditioner users to compare with the 
Electrolux research material. The market research is done with an online study where the 
main competitors and Electrolux own Split air conditioners are investigated. 
 
Trend reports are summed up in future scenarios relevant for air conditioning. The team also 
receive input from Electrolux’s trend expert Sofia Andreasson. (Andreasson, 2014) 
 
The research phase is extended parallel to the Conceptual design phase since more 
investigation is needed when the concept direction is set. More literature, online studies and 
interviews are conducted as well as a survey. 
 
Brainstorming is used to generate concept ideas. (Van Boeijen et.al., 2013). Scenarios are 
used to trigger creativity. The rule is to generate a quantity of ideas and not to mind quality. 
Afterwards the concept ideas are compared with each other in evaluation matrixes 
(Johannesson, et.al., 2004). They are graded from 0-5 each according to how well they meet 
set criteria, where a 5 is best. The different criteria are weighted from 0-3 to ensure the 
evaluation process is just. 
 
A form study is conducted with prototypes and scale 1:1 mock-ups. In parallel different unit 
architecture concepts are generated and discussed with the experts at the Home comfort 
Advanced development team at Electrolux (Martinez and Tuztas, 2014) A workshop is 
arranged at the Royal Institute of Technology with nine experts within air conditioning to 
evaluate the architecture concepts. 
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1.6.3 Specification definition methodology 
The previous stage is analyzed and a requirements list is defined to bring focus to the 
continuous development work. A concept direction is defined to further slim down the scope. 

1.6.4 Conceptual design methodology 
Each component is designed separately but in parallel processes that affect each other. The 
heat exchanger ideation is done in an iterative process with regular feedback from the experts 
at the Home comfort Advanced development team at Electrolux (Martinez and Tuztas, 2014) 
Constructions are evaluated in the refrigeration simulation program Imst Art. (Imst Art, 2013) 
They are then graded in an evaluation matrix. The criteria are more complex and demands a 
change of the original method. Firstly, the weight expands to 0-10. Secondly, one step is 
added to the method to make the process more objective. A matrix is used to define which 
criterion affects most of the other ones, and by that is most relevant.  
 
The fan is ordered by providing manufacturers with requirements. The information is 
gathered from experts (Martinez and Metin, 2014) as well as with calculations and diagrams 
generated in Matlab (Matlab, 2009). The fan is validated by Sven Bråtman, a fan expert at 
Ebm-papst. (Bråtman, 2014) Also Tommy Andersson, Senior Technical expert – aucustics, 
evaluate the fan. (Andersson, 2014) 
 
The outlet opening mechanism is generated through a workshop with Design engineer 
students at The Royal Institute of Technology since creativity and fresh thoughts are valued 
higher than expertise. Prototypes are made during ideation to demonstrate ideas and quickly 
validate feasibility. One concept is chosen for further development with help of the original 
evaluation matrix, where criteria is weighted from 0-3.  
 
Components are further designed and analysed with 3D modelling (Catia v5, 2013). The 
housing design is generated by Velazquez and modified when component designs are defined. 
 
A function analysis is made and a user experience expert is interviewed (Brasseur, 2014). 
This generates a control concept. 
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2 Introducing Electrolux 
This chapter presents Electrolux’s history and present way of working. It also entails their 
product segments, target group and where they aspire to be in the near future. All these 
attributes will affect the product development.  

2.1 History 
Elektrolux was founded in 1919, based on the two previous Lux and Elektromekaniska. They 
introduced the vacuum cleaner as we know it today, laying down on rollers making it mobile, 
rather than the semi-portable predecessor that stood up. Electrolux introduces the first built-in 
refrigerator in 1930 and in 1931 they produce the first air-cooled refrigerator. The founder 
Axel Wenner-Gren shifts the company focus towards design in 1937. He employed industrial 
designers envisioning to produce sleek home appliances, like the streamlined cars and trains 
that are entering the market. In 1957 the Group changed the name to Electrolux. In 1962 
Electrolux acquires ElektroHelios and enters the product group cookers. A new trademark 
with today’s logotype is established the same year. (Electrolux, 2014) 
 
Today Electrolux is a global leader in home appliances. Each year they sell more than 50 
million products to costumers in 150 markets. The Electrolux Group is divided in six business 
areas: four for major appliances (North America, Latin America, Europe/Middle East/Africa 
and Asia Pacific) as well as one global for small appliances and one global for professional 
products. The net sales reached 109 SEKb in 2013 (Electrolux, 2014) 

2.1.1 Brands 
The Electrolux brand has benefited from acquiring several local brands with long heritages in 
their home markets. The Electrolux Group owns about 50 brands and keep Electrolux as the 
flagship brand for kitchen and cleaning appliances.  
 
Examples of companies the Electrolux Group owns within air conditioning are Kelvinator 
from Australia and Frigidaire from North America. (Electrolux, 2014) 
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2.2 Product portfolio 
Electrolux divides their appliances in Major and Small appliances. The first includes the 
product lines Home comfort, Fabric care, Food Preservation, Food Preparation and Dish care. 
Air conditioning is a part of the major appliances business area and belongs to the Home 
comfort product line. (Alexandersson, 2014) Figure 3 display the portfolio structure with 
product examples from each product line.  

 
Figure 3. Electrolux portfolio structure with model examples from each product line. 

MAJOR APPLIANCES SMALL APPLIANCES 

HOME COMFORT
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2.3 Electrolux target group 
The Electrolux consumer is a self-expressionist with a distinct, personal vision for her home. 
She is confident with an active, diverse life and a sufficient income so that she can pursue her 
interests and passions. Appliances should provide extended capabilities that enhance 
potential, both personal and the home’s. An appliance is aesthetically appealing and matches 
her personal image. It is functional and versatile so she can adapt it to her personal style. 
(Electrolux, 2014) 

2.4 Strategic direction 
The company vision is to be regarded as the world’s best appliance company by costumers, 
employees and shareholders. 
 
According to the Electrolux Group the strategy is “to grow profitably with innovative 
products under strong brands and by leveraging the global strength and scope of the 
company.” The innovation is based on consumer insight, drivers and trends. It is developed 
from technological knowhow and the company’s professional heritage. Design stands next to 
innovation as the two pillars in company growth. Sustainability is a main focus in R&D. 
(Electrolux, 2014) 
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3 Theoretical frame of reference 
A theoretical frame of reference is gathered in the beginning of the discovery stage to answer 
parts of the research objective. It includes information from literature, articles and Internet. 
In addition, a Split air conditioner is disassembled during a technology workshop. A general 
introduction of air conditioning is presented as well as the concept of air comfort.  

3.1 Air conditioning 
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 
has formulated the official definition of air conditioning as “the process of treating air to 
control simultaneously its temperature, humidity, cleanliness and distribution to meet the 
requirements of the occupants, process or product in the conditioned space.“ 
 
Refrigeration engineering is basically the art of cooling, in other words the art of creating and 
maintaining a temperature lower than the surroundings. It is called to pump heat from one 
body or fluid with relatively low temperature to the one with the higher. (Granryd, et al., 
2003) An air conditioner removes heat from indoors and transfers it outdoors with air as 
transferring medium that removes or adds heat to the refrigerant. It does vice versa if it 
functions as a heat pump. 

3.1.1 Air comfort 
People have a range of temperature and humidity within which they feel comfortable. 
Depending on geographical placement, season or altitude people are more or less dependent 
on changing the indoor climate in order to work or simply function in a normal and efficient 
manner. Extensive studies stand testimonials for that the air temperature and humidity 
strongly influence how a person experience the air quality. Dissatisfaction rises with 
temperature and humidity. (Fanger, 2001) 
 
Fanger et. al recommend an air conditioned office to keep an average temperature around 21 
°C and low humidity, since people in general are more satisfied with relatively cool and dry 
air when working (ibid.). In addition, the airflow provided by the air conditioner should have 
low turbulences for maximum user satisfaction. (Fanger, et al., 1988) Regarding air 
conditioning in the home environment, a person resting with full clothes on have a perfect 
comfort zone around 24 °C plus or minus 1,5 °C (Fanger, 1982). All reports read emphasize 
that what is perceived as air quality differs from person to person. 
 
The airflow affects both the efficiency of the air conditioner, and also how the user perceives 
the efficiency. The efficiency goes up when air travels quicker through the heat exchanger. 
But in the same time the noise of the unit goes up. The airflow should be adjusted so that 
there is a good and fast enough air exchange in the room, yet not be so high that it is 
perceived as a negative, artificial air rush. The unit noise should also be kept as low as 
possible. In addition, there is a minimum limit when the airflow is so low that the credibility 
of the unit is questioned based on lack of feedback. (Tuztas and Martinez, 2014)  

3.1.2 Air distribution in the room 
The air is thrown longer and with stronger flow when it is directed by the outlet. (ASHRAE, 
2005) How the air is spreading in the room depends on if the unit is heating or cooling. Figure 
4 displays a high wall mounted air conditioner’s air spreading in a room when heating and 
cooling. The air flows across the room when cooling but when heating the hot air stays in a 
certain hight. A ceiling unit diplays the same behaviour. (ASHRAE, 2005)  
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Figure 4. Air spreading in the room depending on if the unit is heating or cooling.  
(ASHRAE, 2005) 

3.1.3 Thermodynamics 
The thermodynamic principle behind today’s air conditioners is vapor-compression cycles of 
a medium called refrigerants. It is a closed refrigeration cycle where heat is absorbed from the 
refrigerant in a low temperature part and released from the refrigerant in a high temperature 
sink. The graph in Figure 5 displays a simplified thermodynamic cycle of an air conditioner. 
It is a Carnot cycle, meaning that it is simplified into a perfect cycle with no system energy 
losses. (Granryd, et al., 2003)  

 
Figure 5.  The temperature-entropy diagram of an idealized air conditioner cycle based on 

the Carnot cycle. 
 
The refrigerant starts expanding in point a, increasing its entropy until point b. The 
temperature is kept constant throughout the expansion by absorbing the heat Q2 from the 
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surroundings. The refrigerant is treated with isentropic compression between point b and c, 
resulting in a temperature rise since no heat is transferred here. The entropy decrease again 
between c and d caused by an isothermal compression and the heat Q1 is released from the 
refrigerant out in its surroundings, previously mentioned as the high temperature heat sink. 
The refrigerant is then exposed to an isentropic expansion between d and a, resulting in 
decreasing temperature. In reality this process includes losses and water evaporates and 
condenses. Figure 6 displays a more realistic T-s diagram. (Granryd, et al., 2003) 
 

 
 

Figure 6. A more realistic temperature-entropy diagram that displays the refrigerant cycle. 
 

The thermodynamic laws are investigated to further understand the design parameters of an 
air conditioner. The first law of thermodynamics says that energy stays the same in a closed 
system. The heat pumped out from a system is thus the sum of the heat extracted from the 
surroundings summed up with the energy needed to operate the whole system. The relation 
between the heat rejected Q1, the heat extracted from the environment Q2 and the added 
energy E 
 
Q1=Q2+E                       (1) 
 
is the basic of refrigeration. The operating energy E must be added to the system in order to 
pump heat from a colder to a warmer medium, according to the second law of 
thermodynamics The relation between the refrigeration effect Q2 and E in a system can be 
illustrated by the Coefficient of performance, COP2 according to 
 
COP2 = Q2/E                      (2) 
 
where Q2 and E are average values. Heat pumps also use the same expression for capacity but 
instead base it on the heat rejected from the system Q1.  
 
COP1 = Q1/E                      (3) 
 
The E can come into the system from either heat or work (electrical or mechanical). If E is 
work, the system COP is directly related to the temperatures of the system. T1 and T2 are in 
Kelvin, i.e. absolute temperature. T1 stands for the hot side of the system (the heat sink) while 
T2 stands for the cold (heat source). In a Carnot process the limits of COP is valued by 
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COP2C  = T2/(T1-T2)                      (4) 
 
This means that the performance of the system increases with a higher temperature but less 
temperature difference between the cold and warm side of the system. The C in the end of 
COP2C stands for the Carnot cycle. (Granryd et al., 2003) In reality the process is dependent 
of the temperature in a similar way but multiplied with a factor of 0,4 to 0,6 (Palm, 2014). 

3.2 Technology 
Figure 7 displays the air conditioner components that enable the thermodynamic cycle. The 
illustrated cycle is when the unit is cooling the indoor environment. Q1 is then transferred 
from the indoor to the refrigerant, and Q2 transferred to the outdoor. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. The components that creates the thermodynamic process of the circling refrigerant. 
 
The refrigerant enters the compressor where the temperature rises, see point b in Figure 6. It 
then continues to a condensor, the high temperature heat sink, that a fan blows air through. 
The air is released out into its surroundings, taking the heat Q1 with it. This is equivalent to 
the distance between point c and d in the diagram. The enthalpy is decreased when the 
refrigerant turns from vapour to liquid. The refrigerant enters an expansion valve, where the 
temperature drops significantly before it enters the evaporator, as between point d and a. A 
second fan blows air through the evaporator and out into the surroundings. The refrigerant 
keeps expanding, and keeps its temperature by absorbing the heat Q2 from the air, that then 
blows out cooled, see point a to b. 
 
Inverter technology is used to automatically adapt the compressor capacity to the current need 
for cooling or heating. Compressors in units without the technology either run on maximum 
capacity or are shut off. By adding the inverter technology the unit becomes more efficient 
and the noise level can be kept low in most circumstances (Palm, 2014). There are some basic 
rules: larger heat exchanger enhances the efficiency. The air inlet should be twice the size of 
the outlet. (Tuztas and Martinez, 2014)  
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3.3 Construction 
A workshop is conducted to get to know the components of the Split indoor unit better. A 
12’000 BTU Split indoor unit is disassembled and analyzed, as shown in Figure 8.  
 

 
Figure 8. The Split air conditioner indoor unit disassembled. 

 
All components are space efficiently built around the fan. Larger heat exchanger area 
increases capacity. The heat exchanger coil rows are kept the same length to ensure a constant 
refrigerant pressure and flow. The airflow is arranged so that the inlet is placed on the top of 
the unit, kept away from the viewing angle. The dirty air entering the unit can stain the 
housing, thus it is not good to design a unit with the inlet in the user’s viewing angle.  
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There are a few components added additionally to the thermodynamic cycle components. 
There are filters under the air inlet, for catching solid dirt particles from the air. A display is 
added for communication purpose together with a remote control. There is a temperature 
sensor measuring the indoor temperature and an ionizer for purifying the air. There are 
supporting housing parts and a movable air outlet that directs the air stream according to 
preference. The air velocity is controlled by a variable speed fan motor, while the outlet is 
controlled by a DC step motor. All electronics are kept in an aluminium box to prevent fire 
accidents. 
 
There are other ways to design the interior architecture of a Split air conditioner. A ceiling 
unit takes in air from all around it and push out air downwards to the sides, as shown in 
Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. A ceiling mounted air conditioner. The air enters from all sides of the unit and exits 

downwards towards the sides. The heat exchanger and fan are illustrated in blue. 

3.3.1 Materials 
The housing air outlet parts are made in PP plastics. It is cheap and easy to treat, while 
durable enough for its purpose. It also has good thermal isolation properties (CES EduPack, 
2013).  
 
The refrigerant coils are made in copper for maximum temperature distribution in the heat 
exchangers. The coils are dressed in isolation material between the indoor and outdoor unit to 
minimize the efficiency loss. Electrolux uses R410A as refrigerant. (Martinez, 2014) 
 
The heat exchanger is designed to provide the refrigerant coils with maximum air contact 
area. That provides the air that the fan blows through the heat exchanger with maximum 
temperature difference, which in turn improves the capacity of the unit. The refrigerant 
copper coils are covered with aluminium fins, see Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. The heat exchanger has the refrigerant copper coils bent and covered with 

aluminium fins. The aim is to maximize the air contact area. 

3.3.2 Production 
Electrolux buys the fans from external suppliers. The production methods will not be 
investigated and the component will be treated as a standard purchased component in the 
continuing concept development work.  
 
The technology workshop revealed that the fan is the centrepiece that other components are 
built around in a space efficient manner. Other fan types will be investigated during concept 
development and will then affect how the heat exchanger is built. Thus the heat exchanger 
manufacturing method is investigated more thoroughly. Steps in the production with gathered 
pictures from Electrolux suppliers are presented in Appendix 2. The plastic housing parts are 
injection moulded and the wall rest is a punched metal sheet. (Martinez, 2014) 
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4 Discovering stage 
The discovery stage continues after the frame of reference is gathered. There are still 
unanswered research questions that are fundamental for a good concept development. The 
continuous research is divided between user and market. 

4.1 User problems identification 
A user research is performed to identify what problems users have with current Split air 
conditioners. The user experience is structured in six different stages: detecting the need, 
searching, purchase, installation, usage and maintenance.  
 
Electrolux Home comfort department provides the project team with extensive user research 
performed over the last decade. The team decides to conduct a pilot study to gain their own 
initial insights on the user experience before exploring the Electrolux studies.  A qualitative 
research method, informal conversational interview, is chosen due to its explorative nature. 
(Turner, 2010) Five interviews are held with people spread over the geographical Split market 
area and have experience in using Split air conditioners in home and office environments. 
One middle-aged family man from Mexico, one young professional from Mexico, one young 
adult from China, one from Spain and one family woman from Australia. Time is not spent on 
transcribing the interviews, but rather to summarize important user touch points. The touch 
points are organized in the six defined user experience stages.  
 
The Electrolux’s own user research has been conducted in 10 years from 2003 to 2013. 
Insights are also organized according to the six defined stages together with the interview 
insights. The studies identifies the same user problems, which are basically identical across 
the market. This ensures the project group that no more user research is needed.  
 
The insights from the project team and Electrolux are structured by the most frequently 
mentioned problems in the following seven main problem areas: 
 
1. Energy consumption 
Users find the energy consumption from their Split air conditioner expensive. The electricity 
bill can multiply by several times during the months the air conditioner is on for longer 
periods.  
 
2. Size 
It is difficult for the user to comprehend what unit capacity is enough for their space. More 
often than seldom consumers buy too large units with efficiency adapted to larger rooms. This 
leads to a more expensive use with uneven results and units left unused. 
 
3. Brand trust 
Due to the complicated factors involved in the choice of air conditioner most users make 
choices based on brands they trust. They prefer brands with a history in air conditioner and 
many do not see Electrolux as an air conditioner company. A brand with long history in air 
conditioner is more likely to have put most effort in the development process to reach the best 
products.   
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4. Air quality and non-presence 
The air quality and rush of air is perceived as artificial. The air sometimes gets too dry. The 
most frequently mentioned problem is that the AC performs poorly in sleeping situations. 
Users either wake up with a cold and sore throat from the cold rush of air, or they sleep 
without the AC on and wake up in an uncomfortable environment.  
 
5. Intrusive design 
The air conditioner takes up a lot of visual space in the user’s home but its design is not 
appreciated. It looks like a piece of technology with no decoration value. 
 
6. Functions 
While Electrolux research in 2003 showed a demand for more functions the reactions to new 
functions have been negative in research from 2013. There are too many functions and most 
users do not value them, they just want an intuitive user experience. Today’s remote controls 
have too many buttons and only a few are used regularly.  
 
7. Flexibility 
A Split AC is stuck to the place where it is mounted. Users want to change position when 
refurnishing, changing rooms or take it along when moving to a new place. The installation 
process is too complicated and needs to be done by a professional. 

4.2 Market analysis 
The market is analyzed to get an overview of what is offered today in terms of design, 
capacity and functionality across the Split air conditioner market. Electrolux’s own brands 
and main competitors are investigated with an Internet search. The three main competitors are 
identified in Electrolux consumer research studies from 2013 and were investigated inline. 

4.2.1 Electrolux Split air conditioners 
Electrolux have local brands for the Split air conditioner. Kelvinator in Australia and Frigidair 
in North America. They are investigated together with Electrolux units from South America 
and Europe. 
 
The Kelvinator models are reversable, the design is white rectangular and focus is put on air 
purifying functions. The capacity ranges from 9900 to 28000 BTU. (Kelvinator, 2014) In 
many countries it is industry standard terminology to say BTU, which is equivalent to BTU/h 
SI unit. 1 BTU/h is equal to 0,293W (Palm, 2014).   
 
The Frigidair offers both reversable and cooling only, with a capacity range from 9000 to 
21500 BTU/h. The design is also white and rectangular and focus is put on effortless 
interaction and fast cooling. (Frigidair, 2014) See Figure 11 for design examples. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11. A Kelvinator Split unit from the Australian market and a Frigidair from the  
North American market. (Kelvinator, 2014)  (Frigidair, 2014) 
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Electrolux offers the same white, rectangular design but for cooling only on the Brasilian 
website. The efficiency varies between 9000 to 22000 BTU/h. They communicate silent units 
with good air purifying capability and high energy efficiency. See Figure 12. (Electrolux, 
2014) The Swedish website communicates reverse units adapted for the cold climate. The 
focus is also on sound and energy efficiency. The efficiency stays between 8500 and 12000 
BTU/h. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Electrolux Split air conditioner from the Brasilian market to the left and the 
European on the right hand side. (Electrolux, 2014) 

4.2.2 Competitor’s analysis 
LG, Fujitsu, Daikin and Samsung are the main competitors according to a global study 
conducted by Electrolux in 2013. LG in Australia offers similar designs as Electrolux. They 
are reversable units and the capacity varies between 8500 and 30700 BTU. (LG, 2014) Yet 
again, similar designs are offered by Fujitsu in Brasil. The efficiencies range from 9000 to 
31000 BTU/h and the focus lies on convenience, sound level, air purifying technique and 
energy efficiency. (Fujitsu, 2014) Daikin also offers white rectangular units and the capacity 
range goes from 8500 to 20000 BTU/h. They communicate money saving in energy use, 
sound level and possibility to control the unit through a smart phone. (Daikin, 2014) Figure 
13 shows examples from both LG, Fujitsu and Daikin. Samsung offers the same white 
rectangular designs, but also models with colour details and rounded shapes. In addition, 
Samsung offers a shape they claim to be revolutionary for the airflow. It is called the Triangle 
as it is shaped triangularly around the fan. See Figure 14. (Samsung, 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. LG in the left corner, Fujitsu in the right and Daikin below. (LG, 2014) (Fujitsu, 

2014) (Daikin, 2014) 
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Figure 14. The Samsung Triangle, a Split unit shaped around the fan for optimized airflow. 
(Samsung, 2014) 

 
There is a clear archetype for Split air conditioners: white, rectangular boxes positioned high 
on a wall. Capacity varies from 8500 to 31000 BTU/h. That means the companies offer Split 
air conditioning for rooms ranging from approximately 30 m2 to 190 m2. (Energy Star, 2014) 
Both Electrolux’s brands and competitors communicate energy efficiency, sound level and 
convenient usage. Competitors and Electrolux offer pretty much the same to the users. 

4.2.3 Drivers and trends – a look into tomorrow’s market 
Consumers know what they want now but it is more complex and difficult for them to predict 
what they will want in the future. Trend researcher Anne Lise Kjaer says, “In order to forecast 
the future needs of people, we must understand the current forces shaping today’s home living 
and extrapolate how these are set to evolve…” (Kjaer, 2007) The Split AC market has been 
nearly stagnant for the last ten years, which worsen the risk of users being stuck in old 
perceptions of what an air conditioner could be. A brief trend study is performed, looking at 
key drivers affecting the way people live and how the air conditioner users might shape their 
homes in the near future.  
 
Below are eight changes that already can be seen in today’s society. They can be viewed as 
key drivers to trends that form how the air conditioner user will live and consume: 
 
1. Total Transparancy and trust 
2. Smart tech and The internet of things 
3. Cloud culture and open dialogue 
4. Global Citizens and cultural mobility 
5. Rising economies and a new middle class 
6. Female factors and social capital 
7. A better world and global sustainers 
8. The good life and happinomics 
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These drivers are catalysts of trends. Following summaries from Kjaer’s work are trends 
evolved from the drivers that can be used to bring meaning to the project’s air conditioner 
concept:  
 
a) Hyper Sobriety 
Conscious consumption is increasing. Consumers will be more selective of what they buy to 
minimize their negative impact on the environment. 
 
b) Energy revolution 
Sustainable energy generation and user efficiency will be encouraged and more tangible for 
consumers. 
 
c) Wellbeing management 
Mass urbanisation will empower the health and wellbeing market. People will value their 
homes for being a shelter to bring calm, balance, health and wellbeing into their everyday life. 
 
d) Participatory culture 
The urbanisation and the homogeneous of homes and cities will also trigger people’s need to 
feel individual. Larger parts of the market will offer personalized products, services and 
environments. Smart technology will enable consumers to put their own aesthetical touch on 
products and spaces, which will enable functionality and individuality to harmonize. 
 
e) Ultra convenience 
There is an increasing load of information, ideas, products and services. Consumers are 
reacting by being attracted to leanness in aesthetics and function. Simple products and 
services will enable people to pause in their hectic lives. 
 
The trend analysis is briefed with Electrolux’s trend expert Sofia Andreasson who confirms 
that the Electrolux design department has identified and work by the same trends 
(Andreasson, 2014).  
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5. Specification definition 
The discovery stage is ended and before the concept development starts the specification 
definition is specified. The insights are analyzed and main engineering requirements defined. 

5.1 Opportunity evaluation 
By looking at insights from market, user and trend research it is obvious that there is a need 
for a new aesthetic look as well as a simpler use. Both shape and design language should fit 
the home better. Insights can be paired up in interesting possibilities. People live in smaller 
spaces can be paired up with the fact that all air conditioners are developed for rooms larger 
than 30 m2. It is interesting that users have trouble with interaction when the market only 
offers units that have the same control principle. Everyone seeks energy efficiency, both users 
and companies, either for minimum cost or for environmental reasons. The technology is 
restricted to the current one but how about usage? The general Electrolux user pays for 
appliances that express who she is but units today lack empathetic meaning and character. 
There is no lifestyle associated with them. The remote controls are regarded as difficult and 
are lost, at the same time there is a smart technology revolution with the Internet of things. 
People move to larger, hectic cities and seek a sense of silence in their homes and aiming for 
a happy, balanced life. A unit with easy, intuitive interaction tailored for a comfortable home 
is sought. Users want simple interaction that supports a harmonious lifestyle. People shop by 
brands they trust, but trust can also be built through well-communicated, clever innovation. 

5.2 Requirements list 
A first requirements list is defined before generating concepts. It will be revised when the 
concept direction is chosen and the construction work starts. 
Demands: 

• An indoor unit shall be developed with a cooling and heating capacity kept within 
5000-31000 BTU/h.  

• It shall be connected to an existing outdoor unit with matching capacity. 
• Reversed cooling heating 
• Inverter technology for an adaptive capacity from sleep mode to high mode.  
• Keep an approximate proportion of air paths areas where the inlet is twice as big as the 

outlet 
• Material mass should be kept the same as a correspondent Split air conditioner today 
• The heat exchanger’s air surface area should be similar as today. The disassembled 12 

kBTU/h unit’s heat exchanger side surface took up an approximate area of 0,3 m2 and 
is kept as reference. 

• The air shall be directed around the sides of the room for an optimal circulation, not 
straight at the user. 

• All air coming in shall cross a filter or filters before reaching the heat exchanger. 
• The filter or filters shall be removable for cleaning 

Wishes: 
• An even airflow in the room 
• Designed for home use according to Electrolux user image 
• Intuitive interaction 
• Shape that repel the box-on-the-wall look.  
• Hidden inlet, so dirty air do not stain the unit in too visible places 
• As silent as possible 
• The filters should be easy and quick to take out for washing and inserted again. 
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6 Conceptual design - ideation 
The conceptual design phase begins with an ideation stage. A concept direction is the first to 
be defined. This is followed by separate ideation sessions for each component in the unit. 

6.1 Concept direction 
The ideation starts by defining an overarching concept direction based on the insights from 
the research. This ensures a meaningful concept developed to meet the identified user 
problems.  

6.1.1 Brainstorming 
The brainstorming is used to generate a quantity of ideas. The project group follows the 
standard rule that all ideas are good ideas, and nothing is valuated during the session.  
 
The first session aims to generate ideas for concept direction. The user problems and trend 
scenarios are used to spark the creativity. The session is structured in three sub-sessions. The 
participants generate concepts at first sub-session, during the second the user problems are 
paired up with trends to create inspiring scenarios and the old ideas are sorted into suitable 
scenarios. In the final sub-sessions more concept direction ideas are generated inspired by the 
scenarios. Figure 15 displays the brainstorming material. The background information from 
the user and market research is displayed to the bottom left. The post-its are scenarios with 
belonging concept direction ideas. Figure 16 is a zoomed in picture of some ideas. 
 

 
Picture 15. The user problems and market trends were used to trigger more ideas during the 
brainstorming. They are displayed to the bottom left while the post-its are generated concept 

direction ideas paired up with scenarios. 
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Picture 16. Some of the ideas organized after user problems and lifestyle trends scenarios. 

6.1.2 Creating a meaningful story 
The most pressing user problem is the unit energy consumption. The generated ideas are 
inspected through an energy efficiency perspective and three different tactics are identified. A 
concept that: adapts its size and shape to the required heating or cooling capacity, has limited 
airflow but which adapts its direction and one that follows user behaviour cycles in an energy 
efficient manner. All ideas can be altered more or less to fit one tactic. 
 
Ideas are divided in the three energy efficiency strategies. Each pile of ideas is united in a 
new, general direction idea. The adaption of size for the right capacity is directed towards the 
living room area. It is in the social areas of the home where you move around more, vary in 
amount of people and heat sources as well as might want to spread out the cooling or heating 
air on a larger area. On the contrary the adaption to human cycles is thought to be more 
suitable for bedrooms. The most natural human cycle is the sleep cycle. Adapting the 
direction of airflow is directed towards one-room apartments. The living situation seems to go 
towards smaller spaces and single households. By being able to direct the air conditioner in a 
small apartment the capacity can be lower, yet the desired temperature surrounds the user. 
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6.1.3 Evaluating concept directions 
The three different directions are graded in a decision matrix according to table 1. The grades 
are set according to how well the concept direction will tackle the seven main user problems. 
The weight is based on how large the problem is in comparison. Table 1 displays the grading 
and results. 
 
Table 1. Grading the three concept directions according to how well aligned they are with 
the user needs. 
 

Decision 
matrix base: 

1. Energy 
consumption 

2. Size 
& 

design 

3. 
Brand 
trust 

4. Air 
quality 

and non-
presence 

5. 
Intrusive 
design 

6. 
Functions 

7. 
Flexibility Summary 

Weight 3 3 3 3 2 1  

1. Adapting 
size and 
shape 

3 9 0 0 3 9 4 12 3 6 4 4 40 

2. Adapting 
airflow 

direction 
4 12 0 0 5 15 2 6 0 0 5 5 38 

3. Adapting 
to user 

behaviour 
2 6 2 6 5 15 2 6 5 10 4 4 47 

 
The project group arranges a Gate with Design director Martin Alexandersson. He supports 
the bedroom focus. His experience says it suits Electrolux well. The Electrolux research 
indicates that the Split unit is mostly used in the bedroom, and in addition the user research 
show that the bedroom is first priority when buying an AC. The concept direction is well 
aligned with the simplicity, ultra convenience and wellbeing management trends.  

6.2 Form and architecture 
The aim is to distance the design from the archetype rectangle. The shape should bring a light 
impression to minimize the heavy electronics box aesthetics. A form study is conducted, 
illustrated in Figure 17. The round shape suits the bedroom environment and the human sleep 
cycle focus.  
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Figure 17. A form study with the aim to create a light impression and distance to the 

archetype rectangular box. 
 
An ideation for the architecture is conducted parallel to the form study. The project group 
create concepts based on the basic requirements list. The concepts are then revised in a 
workshop with experts in refrigeration at The Royal Institute of Technology. The final 
concept is chosen together with Electrolux heat exchanger experts Metin Tuztaz and Israel 
Martinez. The whole initial ideation is simplified by assuming that the component dimensions 
are the same as in today’s Split unit. The unit disassembled earlier is kept as reference. 
 
The fan is the centre of the architecture and is used as starting point for ideation. There are 
three main types of fans: the cross flow fan used in the old rectangular Split air conditioner, 
the axial and the radial fan. See Figure 18. 

  
 

Figure 18. Cross flow fans can be used for the circular unit if put similar to the left sketch. 
Other options are an axial fan or a radial fan. The arrows illustrate the air direction. 

 
Four different architecture concepts are defined based on the requirements list. A first concept 
is inspired by today’s ceiling units, see Figure 9. The heat exchanger is built around a centre 
fan according to Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Concept 1 of four concepts is a centre fan that drags in air through a surrounding 

heat exchanger, leaving room for electronics on the top. 
   

The second concept is illustrated in Figure 20. Small cross flow fans, here coloured green, 
drags air through rectangular heat exchangers that cover the lengths of the fans. 

 
Figure 20. Concept 2 has small fans that drag air in from the sides and through rectangular 

heat exchangers.  
 
The third and fourth architecture concepts both have a fan that provides airflow in from all 
sides and out in the centre. The heat exchanger is placed before the fan in the third, see Figure 
21, and vice versa in concept four, see Figure 22. 
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Figure 21. Concept 3. A fan drags air in from all sides, through the heat exchanger and out. 

 
Figure 22. Concept 4 is similar to concept 3, except the fan is placed before the heat 

exchanger and pushes the air through it. 
 
In addition to the four architectures it is also debated about whether a ceiling mounted unit is 
a good alternative.  

6.2.1 Workshop 
The concepts are evaluated in a workshop at The Royal Institute of Technology. The aim is to 
find a good inner architecture of components in order to satisfy the aesthetical design wishes 
of a round unit. There were nine participants from the refrigeration area. The project team 
presents their concept options and ask for feedback, then open up for ideation on new options. 
The hypothesis is that the attending experts will give a good foundation and verify what 
directions probably are good to follow through with. The concepts will be judged on efficient 
use of unit volume, maximum heat exchanger area, best airflow, collection of condensed 
water and space for electronics. All will be measured based on how well it fits the aesthetical 
wishes. The result shall lie as base for the calculations creating the dimensions. The main 
insights are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Feedback on the four architectures from the workshop. 
 
Concept 1 Water risks to pour on the fan since the heat exchanger is partly positioned 

above it. Well use of space. It is good to have a large inlet area. 
Concept 2 More fans mean more parts that can break. If only one motor is used there 

will be gears that add noise pollution. A larger inlet provides a higher airflow, 
thus a possibility to lower the fan speed and noise for the same airflow. This 
concept minimize the inlet area that otherwise can go around all sides. 

Concept 3 The heat exchanger does not match the fan shape. The corners will have less 
airflow since they are outside the fan area. It is not feasible to produce a 
round shaped heat exchanger. Either the refrigerant flow is uneven between 
the coils with different lengths. Or it would perhaps be possible to 
compensate by making the coil diameter wider when its length is shorter. This 
would be considerably more expensive than today’s heat exchanger. 

Concept 4 It is better to position a fan after the heat exchanger and ‘drag’ air through it, 
rather than placing a fan before and pushing the air. The latter would 
guarantee turbulences and less even airflow. 

Ceiling 
mounted 

The condensed water must be pumped up from the unit. This adds cost and a 
part that can break. The water needs to be transported across the roof adding a 
risk of clogging and mould.  The distance to the outdoor unit gets longer, at 
least if the ceiling unit is mounted in the centre of the room. Furthermore, the 
user will find the interaction harder, for example when changing filters. 

 
It is suggested to make use of surfaces to spread air in the room. Air travels further without 
needing as much fan power. An outlet directed towards the ceiling would be optimal for 
cooling. This would create a good air exchange in the room without an artificial draft.  
 
Hot air rises. By keeping that in mind the suggestions are different for heating and cooling. 
Air exits downwards for heating concepts and upwards for cooling ones. The project group is 
developing a reversed unit and starts thinking about possible ways to also reverse the airflow 
direction. The round unit is symmetric up and down which inspires the development. 
 
Appendix 3 presents the workshop structure and participants list. 

6.3 Concept choice 
A gate is arranged with the Electrolux Home comfort Advanced development team. A wall-
mounted unit according to concept 1, see Figure 19, is chosen for further development.  
 
The concept will be developed for bedroom use. The interaction will be smart and adapted to 
the user’s sleep patterns. 
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7 Conceptual design – experience and user interaction 
This chapter describes the research conducted for the new bedroom concept direction and 
how these insights shape the interaction design.  

7.1 Sleep research 
The theoretical frame of reference needs to expand to cover the new concept direction. The 
project group starts by researching what the optimal bedroom environment is, or if there is 
one. Sleep is investigated and how the environment can affect the sleep pattern. The project 
group tries two products developed for sleep: an application for smart phones and an ambient 
light. 
 
An Internet study is conducted on sleep essentials and interviews are held with sleep experts. 
The sleep cycle has a close relation to temperature and light. Smell can be used to create a 
relaxed atmosphere promoting sleep. Sound and humidity should be kept within comfort 
levels to not disturb. 
 
Docent Badre experiments with environments to find what is optimal for sleep (Badre, 2014). 
He has installed rooms where light and temperature is possible to adjust and studies how it 
affects the sleep. He finds air conditioning interesting and believes it can help the user to her 
or his sleep behaviour. At the time of the interview he is working on an air conditioner chair 
and invites the project group to join his study in Gothenburg.  
 
Doctor Harelid, sleep expert at Aleris, is also interviewed. (Harelid, 2014) Both him and 
Badre says that sleep patterns are personal and that there is no scientific proof for one optimal 
sleep environment. But there are various studies that show how temperature and light greatly 
affect sleep quality and duration. A dark and slightly cool bedroom is helpful. Harelid 
emphasize that the key in sleep assistance is to never put pressure on the person who needs 
sleep help. A sleep support should not alarm the person on how bad the sleep can be or tell the 
user if the sleep is good or not. He warns the group to develop a product that gives scientific 
feedback on the sleep quality. This can perhaps be measured on the user’s brain activity, but it 
is probably not relevant in this situation. Harelid adds that today’s sleep applications for smart 
phones are misleading and inaccurate. You cannot measure sleep quality on how a person 
moves in the bed. He adds that good nights sleep is when the user feels it has been so, not 
when the length or depth of it has reached what is according to standards. He uses forms in 
his work. The patient fills in whether she or he finds the previous nights sleep good and the 
treatment is based on that information. Relaxation and a peaceful mindset is key. It is possible 
to create a product for a good sleep environment, but it is not advisable to make an attempt to 
develop a product that claims to cure sleep problems. These are often personal and based on 
psychological problems.  
 
Sleep is correlated with how the body generates heat to keep a certain temperature. (Czeisler, 
et al., 1980) The Core Body Temperature (CBT) cycle is more in balance when it is matched 
with the light-dark cycle. The maximum CBT occurs in the early evening before bedtime. 
Sleep occurs after CBT maximum is reached and the body heat loss is maximal. The blood 
flows closer to the skin to maximize the heat rejection until the CBT reach its minimum 
during the second half of the nocturnal sleep episode. On the contrary, the CBT rises during 
the morning. The body’s need of sleep is maximized during the CBT minimum while people 
have a tendency to wake up as a reaction to the rising CBT. The duration of the sleep has a 
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clear relation to the CBT cycle. The sleep hours can be extended to approximately 14 hours if 
a person falls asleep during maximum CBT. (Kräuchi, 2007) 
 
An absence of light improves the bedroom environment during sleep, but adding light before 
and after helps the sleep rhythm. Morning bright light therapy is tried as a method to create 
better sleep cycles matching the circadian rhythm. Timing, duration, brightness as well as 
wavelengths is core in the treatment. The treatment is most efficient when the light is 
presented immediately after the CBT minimum and the CBT rises. The most effective 
wavelengths for waking up have proven to be the shorter ones in the green and blue spectrum. 
In the same way light with longer wavelengths in the yellow and red spectrum has shown to 
be effective for the melatonin rhythm before a good nights sleep. Some wavelengths can be 
harming and due to lack of research results it is until now recommended keeping the blue and 
green wavelengths in the safe range of 500 to 530 nm. It is crucial for the result that the user 
does not return to dimmed light conditions after the bright light treatment. (Lack, Wright, 
2007) 
 
Caffeine can affect the sleep negatively if taken during the latter part of the day. Shorter naps 
for about 10 minutes will only delay sleepiness for up to three hours and will not affect the 
nighttime sleep negatively. It is effective to calm down an hour before bedtime. (Lack, 
Wright, 2007) 

7.1.1 Sleep essentials 
Here the insights are analysed and summed up. The key to good sleep is relaxation and to take 
away pressure from sleeping. The bedroom environment preferences are personal but it 
should be relaxing and comfortable. The sleep should follow the body’s inner temperature 
cycle, which is more harmonious when following the light-dark cycle of the day. The room 
temperature can support this cycle by providing a cooler temperature during the declining 
CBT time when starting to sleep. The room temperature can rise when the body has reached 
its minimum CBT and keep it slightly warmer until the person wakes up. During the CBT rise 
directly after the CBT minimum it is most efficient to apply low wavelength light in green or 
blue to wake up well. It is effective to apply high wavelength light in red or yellow when the 
person goes to sleep. Best is if the person starts calming down an hour before sleep time. 

7.1.2 Sleep products 
There are a few products that claim to help with the sleep. The project group tries two they 
have heard most about: sleep applications for the smart phone and a wake up light alarm. The 
Philips wakeup light, see Figure 23, is tried. (Philips, 2014) 
 

 
Figure 23. The Philips wake-up light is tried. (Philips, 2014) 
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Light strength, sound level and time for dawn is installed separately. Pushing one button turns 
it on and off. The wake-up moment in the morning becomes transformed. It is softer, less 
abrupt than a regular alarm and the atmosphere is nice. Furthermore, it is used as an extra 
lamp at other times. 
 
The smart phone application Sleep cycle for Iphone is used. (Sleep cycle, 2014) It is meant to 
wake up the user during light sleep. The application uses the accelerometer in the Iphone to 
detect when the user is moving and then sets on the alarm. The user choose from what time it 
is ok to put the alarm on before the actual alarm. The overall experience was interesting since 
it is possible to see statistics on how you move and sound during the sleep. The project group 
did not find that the alarm helped though, and it felt negative to receive an alarm message 
saying it is time for bed. It can be perceived as demanding and puts pressure on the sleeping. 

7.1.3 Bedroom habits 
A brief survey study is conducted to investigate people’s bedroom habits. What do they find 
most important for a good sleep? Is this aligned with what the experts say? What do they do 
in the bedroom? The survey can be read in Appendix 4. 
 
It conveys that 83 % of 72 participants spends less than 10 hours in their bedrooms daily. 
Only 1 % spends 14 hours or more. In comparison, 50 % of the participants had a 1 or 2 room 
apartment when kitchen counts as a room. This shows that the bedroom is mainly used for 
sleep and that the air conditioner use can be tailored to that.  
 
The most mentioned factors for a good nights sleep are ‘a good bed and pillow’ as well as 
‘room temperature’. It is followed by ‘dark room’, ‘hours of sleep’ and ‘noise’. Only 4 % 
chose ‘wake up / go to sleep at a similar time’, even though science says that it is crucial to 
follow your body circadian body pattern. Only 2 did nothing else than sleep in the bedroom, 
while  17 % worked there and 21 % watched TV or played with the computer. This indicate 
that users are in need of a sleep pattern guide. 

7.2 User interaction 
A function analysis is performed. The main function is to cool or heat a room. Necessary 
functions are: change wanted temperature and timer for automatic turn off. Support functions 
are ambient light, change fan speed, and alarm. The functions will be adapted to a sleep cycle. 
The user interaction must be intuitive. The unit is purchased for creating the perfect sleep 
environment so it must be a no-brainer to prevent any stress. An interview is held with Jérôme 
Brasseur, Senior interaction and user experience designer at Electrolux. He insists on an easy 
interface with fewer functions. External products connected to the main unit, like an orchestra 
where the main unit is the conductor, could add extra functions. These extra functions could 
be anything that creates the right sleep environment. He believes it would be better to separate 
the ambient light from the unit and make it its own lamp that stays connected to the main unit. 
(Brasseur, 2014)  
 
The project group looks at different ways of controlling a machine. Smart phones have voice 
steering. Frog Design shows steering with body language in project Room-E (Frog Design, 
2014) The Nest thermostat learns from user behaviour and adjusts itself to patterns (Nest, 
2014). 
 
It is a near future concept and the steering is perhaps partly done at night in the dark. Voice 
steering can disturb a sleeping company and body language by itself is hard in this situation.  
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It is decided to make a smart phone application for detailed settings and a simplified remote 
control for the basic functions. 

7.2.1 The remote control 
The cycle of the use and the shape of the unit turn the thoughts to a round knob. It is intuitive 
to add temperature, time or light by turning clockwise, vice versa. The remote control will be 
a hand-fitted knob. You push it once to turn the unit on. A display lights up on the main unit 
and shows the temperature. The knob is turned to adjust the temperature up or down. If 
pushed again, the knob changes time instead and the display shows the change.  
 
A first prototype is made to decide shape, see Figure 24. It is tested if it feels good in the hand 
and stands stable on a surface. 

 
Figure 24. A prototype of the remote control. 

7.2.2 The smart phone application 
The supporting functions and detailed settings demands a more advanced user interface. 
Although the settings are applied in a different manner than the remote control, the whole user 
experience should stay united. Thus the round shape is kept where the user change the key 
settings by dragging a marker clockwise or counter clockwise for a higher versus lower result, 
see Figure 25. 
 
The light, time and temperature are the key settings. The light cycle duration should be able to 
be changed for waking up time as well as falling asleep time. The colour wavelength and how 
it varies is kept automatically disposed over the chosen light cycle time. If a user wish to turn 
off the ambient light it is possible to do so by entering ‘Settings’ and deselect the ambient 
light box. The left sketch in Figure 25 shows the light settings window as shown on the 
phone. In the right corner of the sketched phone screen is the settings bar for turning off the 
ambient light. 
 
The time settings are kept similar. The user chooses time for weekend or weekday and then 
drags the marker on a circle to choose wake-up time, as the centre sketch shows in Figure 24. 
The user sets how many hours of sleep in the settings bar. The time is automatically changed 
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for sleep time when dragging the marker to change the wake-up time. The right sketch in 
Figure 25 shows the window for changing temperature. The difference between the outdoor 
temperature and desired indoor temperature is crucial for the unit efficiency. The background 
colour of the phone display can suggest when the difference is getting too big and the energy 
costs will go up. 

 
Figure 25. Three sketches of settings for each key function: light, time and temperature. 

7.2.3 Technology 
The cheapest technologies for a remote control to have contact within a room are IR and 
Bluetooth. Previous remote controls use IR technology for sending signals and control the 
main unit. It is cheap and durable but the user must aim at the unit towards its receiver and its 
signal range is lacking. Recently the Bluetooth technology has caught up and become almost 
as cheap. Bluetooth is better for function and has a wider span of reach. (Alexandersson, 
2014) 
 
The air conditioner has to be connected to the Internet for the Smartphone application to 
work. Three possibilities are taken into consideration. The first is to integrate a WiFi (WLAN) 
module in the air conditioner that connects to an existing router in the household. The second 
is to add a GSM, 3G or 4G modem in the unit, which demands its own SIM card. A third 
possibility is to connect the unit through Bluetooth. It is the cheapest option but requires 
Bluetooth connected to Internet within 10 to 20 meters. The second option is the most 
expensive, but as the Internet of Things trend develops, it has become cheaper and common 
among connected products. It provides the best service for the user, as she or he does not have 
to provide a router and insert the code. There is a possibility to make the SIM card a 
consumable you pay extra for. This adds more sales, but risks giving an old-fashioned 
impression. (Lundén, 2014) 
 
Traditional Split air conditioners have temperature sensors outdoors and indoors to regulate 
the compressor capacity to the temperature settings. It is a possibility to exchange the outdoor 
sensor and provide information from the Internet. There are further possibilities with the 
connectivity: the energy cost can be kept to its minimum by regulating the unit capacity to the 
hourly changed energy costs. The user can receive feedback from an extra Smartphone 
application. 
 
The ambient light will be provided by LEDs attached around the unit, behind the fabric. It 
will have up to 300 Lux light, as the Philips wakeup light, which covers a room with a light 
atmosphere. (Philips, 2014) 

WD WE COOLING
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8 Construction 
This chapter explains how the construction work of the air conditioner concept is done.  

8.1 The development work 
The components are affected by each other and the development work is done in parallel, see 
Figure 26. The construction of each component is presented separately in the report to keep 
structure. The chapter starts by setting the capacity of the unit and the design parameters that 
are kept in mind while constructing each component. 
 

 
Figure 26. The work order in reality. 

8.2 Form and architecture 
The chosen architecture demands airflow according to Figure 27. The overall size will depend 
on how large the heat exchanger has to be to reach the desired capacity. 
 

 
Figure 27. The airflow for the chosen concept. The dimensions of the round heat exchanger 

sets the overall unit size. 
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Velazquez experiments with the shape to create a softer form language perceived as lighter. 
Tilting the unit’s sides provides a floating feeling and takes away the box impression. Figure 
28 shows mock-ups made for form analysis. The architecture, especially the heat exchanger, 
is affected by this design parameter. The disassembled Split unit showed that space efficiency 
is a must. 
 

 
Figure 28. Mock-ups illustrates how shape changes the impression of the unit. The box 

feeling is minimized when the unit sides are tilted inwards, as the mock-up in the bottom of 
the pile. 

 
An important design parameter is to keep the depth of the unit as small as possible. The more 
the unit sticks out from the wall, the heavier and more intrusive it feels. Furthermore, it will 
be investigated if it is possible to cover the front in fabric to enhance the soft impression. 
 
Approximate dimensions are set based on the disassembled heat exchanger. Those dimensions 
are then used as a foundation that the heat exchanger construction and fan choice starts from. 

8.3 Unit capacity and airflow 
The capacity sets parameters that affect dimensioning of unit components and is therefore 
investigated first. People buy too large units and do not use them because of the high energy 
cost that comes with it. This issue is previously identified as the second largest user problem. 
The bedroom is not usually a large room. The market research shows that today’s units are 
developed for 30 m2 and larger. In addition by taking the compact living trend into 
consideration, the lack of units for smaller rooms can be seen as an opportunity. It is 
reasonable to estimate that a large share of bedrooms is maximum 20 m2. A unit limited to 
6000 BTU/h would cover that space (Energy Star, 2014).  
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A gate is arranged with the Home comfort Advanced development team at Electrolux. It is 
perceived as optimistic to go down to 6000 BTU/h. The room isolation condition often 
generates a demand for greater efficiency than standard for its size. Minimum of the 
Electrolux Split units is 9000 BTU/h and should be kept. (Martinez and Tuztas 2014) 
 
When the capacity is defined, the airflow is calculated according to equation 5 (Martinez, 
2014), 
 
Velocity=Q/(ΔT⋅ρ⋅Cp)     (5) 
 
Where Q is the capacity in Watts, ρ is the density of the medium (air density) and Cp is the 
medium’s specific heat capacity. Here the medium is air and the state is set to 20 °C at 
standard atmospheric pressure (Lervik, 1994) ΔT is the air temperature difference caused by 
the unit. This is put to 15 °C based on recommendation (Metin, 2014). The airflow is 
calculated to approximately 520 m3/h.  

8.4 The heat exchanger 
The parameters to keep in mind when designing a heat exchanger are: an even airflow, the oil 
leakage from the compressor, the condensing water, the raw material used, air contact area, 
pressure drop and of course the production method’s limitations on the shape. See Figure 29. 

 
 

Figure 29. The parameters that affects the design of a heat exchanger. 
 

The heat exchanger capacity increases with the area that connects it to the air. A heat 
exchanger is usually designed with two rows of coils, and for each row added to the depth, the 
efficiency per area is decreased by three times. This means that the rows should be kept to 
two to make maximum use of raw material. 
 
An experiment is performed to investigate whether condensed water risks dripping down on 
the fan. It is important that water do not drop on the fan for safety reasons and so water do not 
splash around. The heat exchanger from the disassembled Split unit is bent into a circular 
shape and water is poured over it as shown in Figure 30. The angle of the heat exchanger is 
measured with a protractor. The angle of which the water stops following the sides and 
instead drops down over the fan will be set as minimum angle. The amount of water poured is 
exaggerated to ensure the results are trustworthy. The water is attracted to the sides by 
capillarity between the fins, but finally a drop falls through at approximately 10°. The team 
decides to put a minimum angle of 15° to be safe, since the angle on the protractor is 
measured by the eye. 
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Figure 30. An experiment is conducted to investigate the possibility of having a heat 
exchanger above the fan without condensed water dripping on it. 

 
Concepts are generated and discussed with both heat exchanger experts, see Figure 31. The 
circle heat exchanger needs to be revised so that the upper part has a minimum angle of 15° to 
the horizontal plane. By splitting the heat exchanger in several paths the pressure drop is 
lowered. In addition the fact that the electronics box needs space. Based on this the round heat 
exchanger is split in two identical half circles. Furthermore, this improves the storage area 
since the half round heat exchanger parts can be stacked on top of each other. 
 
A larger heat exchanger brings higher unit efficiency. It is investigated whether it is possible 
to angle the heat exchanger aligned with the housing sides to make maximum use of the 
volume. Two concepts are discussed: one where the inner part is pressed together in the 
production, so the coils and fins are a bit closer to each other closest to the wall. The other is 
where the heat exchanger is split in two, like a stair. Figure 31 illustrates the concepts. 
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Figure 31. Concepts discussed with the heat exchanger experts Martinez and Tuztas. The 

heat exchanger is split in two identical halves to have a maximum angle of 15° on top and to 
make room for the electronics box. The possibility of an angled heat exchanger is debated. 

 
All concepts are turned down because the risk of oil being trapped in the coils as shown in 
Figure 32. Gravity will catch the oil if the coils are bent facing downwards. 

 

 
Figure 32. The coils can not be bent in this direction since the oil risks getting caught. 

 
The heat exchanger is revised as Figure 33 shows, which means the stair concept is not 
feasible for angling the sides.  
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Figure 33. The coils are bent along the long edge to prevent oil getting caught. 

 
It might be possible to angle the heat exchanger sides by compressing the inner part. The fins 
should then be pushed together since they cross the tubes. Martinez helps contact a heat 
exchanger manufacturer to find out how the fins look and if it can be altered to fit the new 
concept design (Wuxi Eos Precision Machine Technology Co., Ltd.). A test example is sent to 
experiment on, see Figure 34. The rounded shape is matching the design. The small openings 
are there to increase the efficiency by providing the air with a longer coil contact area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 34. A bent fin sample from supplier’s standard collection proofs the round heat 
exchanger shape is tried in production.  
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The idea is to cut notches that enable the compression of the inner part of the heat exchanger. 
It is tried on the test example and each cut provides an approximate 2 mm compression per 
coil pair, see Figure 35. The results are creating a messy finish though, which disturbs the 
airflow. In addition, the air always travels the easiest path, so the compressed area of the heat 
exchanger might also loose air contact. Furthermore, the design demands an extra step in the 
production procedure, which adds risk of production errors, cost and time. Thus the walls of 
the heat exchanger will not be tilted to match the housing walls, but left as a suggestion for 
further development. 

 
Figure 35. A fin sample is cut to test whether it is possible to compress the inner part of the 

heat exchanger in order to angle its sides. 
 

The condensed water will be collected in the bottom of the heat exchanger. This must be 
transported out of the unit to the outdoor part. Since the unit house walls are tilting, the heat 
exchanger cannot go all the way around. There must be space for a water collector that 
transports the water out. The refrigerant outlet and inlet are placed in the bottom to heat 
exchanger to make use of gravity. Figure 36 displays the bottom part.  
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Figure 36. The bottom part of the heat exchanger with refrigerant inlet and outlet coils, as 

well as water collection system. 
 
The remaining issue is to validate whether the heat exchanger is efficient enough for a 9000 
BTU/h unit while kept within the unit dimensions. The heat exchanger design is validated in a 
computerized simulator called Imst Art. (Imst Art, 2013) The program simulates a whole 
refrigeration cycle. Since this project only develops half of the cycle, values from an already 
existing compressor and outdoor heat exchanger is inserted. The compressor has the 
efficiency of a 9000 BTU/h unit. Appendix 5 shows the chosen settings and the results. Figure 
37 illustrates the different parameters changed when generating different heat exchanger 
constructions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 37. New constructions are generated by changing the depth, number of coils and rows 
as well as the distance between the fins. 
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The different heat exchanger constructions are validated in an evaluation matrix. The most 
important choice criteria are identified together with Martinez (Martinez, 2014). Each 
criterion is then applied a weight according to table 3 and equation 6.  
 
Table 3. The choice criteria receive their weight by first defining which criterion is most 
influential. A 1 means the criteria are related while  0 means not related. 
 
 Cooling 

capacity 
EER Total 

area 
Coil 
mass 

Fin 
mass 

Air 
pressure 
drop 

Refrigerant 
pressure 
drop 

Sum. 

Cooling 
capacity - 1 1 0,5 1 0 0,5 4 

EER 
1 - 1 0,5 1 0,5 0,5 4,5 

Total area 
1 1 - 0,5 1 1 0,5 5 

Coil mass 
0,5 0,5 1 - 0 0 1 3 

Fin mass 
0,5 0,5 1 0 - 1 0 3 

Air 
pressure 
drop 

0 1 1 0 1 - 0 3 

Refrigerant 
pressure 
drop 

1 1 1 0,5 0 0 - 3,5 

 Total 26 

 
Each criteria weight is then defined by 
 
Wi=(σi/σimax)⋅ wimax     (6) 
 
Where Wimaxis the chosen scale value 10, σi is criteria summary divided by the total from 
table 3. σimax is the maximum value of σi. See table 4 for each criterion’s weight. 
 
Table 4. The criteria weight. 
 
Critera Cooling 

capacity 
EER Total 

area 
Mass 
of coils 

Mass 
of fins 

Air 
pressure 
drop 

Refrigerant 
pressure 
drop 

wi 8 9 10 6 6 6 7 
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Table 5 presents the different heat exchanger constructions, the most important choice criteria 
and how well the constructions meet them compared to a standard heat exchanger. For details, 
please see Appendix 5. 
 
Table 5. All construction ideas are compared to an existing heat exchanger by grading it 
from -2 to 2 according to how well it meets the criteria. 
 
 Parameters Cooling 

capacity 
EER Total 

area 
Mass 
of 
coils 

Mass 
of 
fins 

Air 
pressure 
drop 

Refrigerant 
pressure 
drop 

 

 wi 8 9 10 6 6 6 7 Sum. 
1 Width: 0,1 

Coils: 64 
Rows: 2 
Fin pitch: 1,2 

-1 2 1 2 0 -2 2 34 

2 Width: 0,11 
Coils: 64 
Rows: 2 
Fin pitch: 1,2 

-1 2 1 1 -1 -1 2 28 

3 Width: 0,11 
Coils: 64 
Rows: 2 
Fin pitch: 1,4 

-1 1 0 1 1 0 2 27 

4 Width: 0,11 
Coils: 86 
Rows: 2 
Fin pitch: 1,2 

-1 2 2 1 -1 -1 2 38 

5 Width: 0,11 
Coils: 86 
Rows: 2 
Fin pitch: 1,4 

-1 1 1 1 0 0 2 31 

6 Width: 0,1 
Coils: 56 
Rows: 3 
Fin pitch: 1,2 

-1 1 -1 2 2 -2 2 17 

 
Heat exchanger construction 4 is choosen. A gate is conducted where Israel Martinez from 
Electrolux and Björn Palm from the Royal Institute of Technology approve the final design. 
(Martinez and Palm, 2014) 
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8.5 The fan 
The main parameters affecting what fan is most suitable are pressure drop in the unit, desired 
airflow out in the room, air direction in the unit, dimensions, sound and of course production 
cost. Figure 38 illustrates a summary. 

 
Figure 38. The parameters affecting the fan design 

 
Electrolux order fans from manufacturers. The industry generally works like that, where the 
fan manufacturers are the experts with fan collections that extend to thousands of models. So 
for this project the procedure of choosing a fan is done together with one of the largest 
manufacturers, Ebm-papst. (Bråtman, 2014) 
 
The airflow depends on whether an axial or radial fan is chosen. An axial fan push air forward 
while the radial fan push air 90° from the centre out towards all sides. Which air direction is 
best for the unit correlates with how the outlet functions. One of the wishes in the 
requirements list is to create a good room air distribution by looping the air along the sides 
and to avoid air directed straight at the user. A radial fan, see Figure 39, best meets the air 
direction in the chosen unit architecture. 

 
Figure 39. A radial fan match the architecture requirements best. 

 
The volumetric airflow is previously calculated to 520 m3/h. Both Ebm-papst sales engineer 
and Electrolux air conditioner expert recommend a less powerful airflow for a 9000 BTU 
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airconditioner. (Tuztas and Bråtman, 2014) By their experience a maximum volumetric 
airflow of approximately 450 m3/h is enough.  
 
The air experiences a pressure drop from going through the inlet of the air conditioner, the 
filter, heat exchanger and outlet. This is the system’s impedans, which is calculated and 
presented to Ebm-papst. The right fan for the application compensates for the pressure drop 
during the desired airflow span. The pressure drop caused by the heat exchanger is generated 
in the simulation program Imst Art (Imst Art, 2013). Pressure drop caused by the housing and 
filter is estimated to be approximately the same as in a current Split unit. The pressure values 
are subtracted and interpolated in Matlab (Matlab, 2009). The code and graphs are presented 
in Appendix 6. The resulting pressure curve is presented in Figure 40. 

Figure 40. The graph illustrates the total pressure drop of the air, caused by housing, filter 
and heat exchanger. 

 
The pressure – airflow graph is sent to Ebm-papst together with an illustration of the desired 
air direction in the unit, Figure 27. Maximum fan diameter is set to 35 cm based on the heat 
exchanger dimensions. The depth is ordered to be as small as possible, and maximum 10 cm. 
The most important fan choice criterion is sound. Other criteria can be compromised if sound 
is minimized.  
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Ibm-papst chooses a fan among almost 15’000 model collection. (Bråtman, 2014) The match 
is shown in Figure 41. See Appendix 7 for detailed description.  

 
Figure 41. The fan matching the unit requirements. 

 
A test sample is received and the idea is to grade the noise level in comparison to the 
crossflow fan used in today’s Split unit. The sound is key since the concept is a bedroom unit. 
The fan brochure presents relatively high sound levels, but Bråtman explains it is for higher 
rpm than what the unit requires so it is not applicable in this scenario. (Bråtman, 2014) The 
noise level is defined by the highest noise source, the rest are not added but simply ‘drowns’ 
in the highest sound waves. The fan will most definitely be the highest sound source in the 
indoor unit. A visit down to the Electrolux acoustic laboratory strengthen the theory that 
testing the fan without its housing would make no sense. Tommy Andersson, Senior 
Technical expert – aucustics, explains that the difference in the fan environment can change 
the noise dramatically. There should be a functional prototype before validating the noise 
level. The trial and error methodology is often applied in the sound area of the business. There 
is a general rule that a larger fan diameter generates less noise. (Andersson, 2014) Since the 
fan match has a diameter of only 190 mm there is space left to apply this rule. It will have to 
be left for future development.  
 
The fan sample is still plugged in and listened to in a brief, subjective test. It is considered to 
be a disturbing noise level for sleep environment, but of good noise quality.  

8.5.1 Motor 
The motor is integrated in the centre of the fan. It is an electronically commutated, external 
rotor motor with integrated drive electronics. Appendix 7 shows more details. 
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8.6 The outlet 
The unit architecture is set to concept one as shown in Figure 19.  
 
It is investigated how to direct the air so that surfaces are used to spread the air further with 
less work from the fan. One of the models from the form study has a bulky front to give the 
unit a soft impression. The shape inspires an opening that reverse the rounded sides in the 
vertical plane, to direct the airflow outwards and askew towards the ceiling, walls and floor of 
the room, see Figure 42. The discussions during the workshop at The Royal Institute of 
Technology also brought up the idea of directing the air upwards when cooling and 
downwards when heating. Perhaps there is a way to only reverse the rounded sides and open 
180° at a time? 

 
Figure 42. A model from the form study inspires an outlet idea. By reversing the rounded 

shape in the vertical plane an air outlet is created. It is pointing outwards into the room with 
a smooth curve. The air would follow the curved surface and exit outwards to the sides. 

 
An initial experiment is conducted to try the concept and how well air follows surfaces. 
Materials used for the experiment are a regular axial fan, cotton thread and tape. The cotton 
thread is tied along the side frame to illustrate how the air moves. A wall made of tape is put 
in front of a fan outlet with sides that follows the bulky frame, reminding of the inspiration 
model in Figure 42. The airflow is investigated in three positions of the tape surface: one 
when the surface is fully covered along parts of the rounded sides, one when the tape is 
opened so it goes straight along the vertical plane and one when the tape is opened as a 
reversed rounded sides. See Figure 43. 
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Figure 43. First, colourful thread is tied to the fan frame. Then a simple, prototype outlet is 
attached to the front and the effect of different outlet directions on the air is observed. 

 
The experiment shows how well air follows surfaces. The threads indicate that the air creates 
turbulences when the tape front covers the frame all around its sides. The air follows the tape 
and keep flowing backwards. When the tape is straight, following the vertical axis, the air 
goes straight and when the tape is further bent out into the room, the air follows accordingly. 
 
It would be interesting to use fabric for the cover that lets some of the air through it. The 
effect is imitated by cutting small holes on the tape cover, as shown in Figure 44. No air 
makes it through the holes, even when they are made larger. It seems air follows surfaces to 
the extent that it leaps over holes. The insights from the experiment excludes the possibility of 
a fabric front that lets out a breeze while the main air still is directed around the room sides. 

 

 
Figure 44. Holes are cut all over the tape cover. This is to see how air behaves if the cover 

was made in fabric. The experiment shows air follows the big surface and does not exit 
through the holes. 
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Quick cardboard prototypes are made to test the idea to open 180° at a time, see Figure 45.  

 
Figure 45. Quick prototypes are made to generate ideas for the opening mechanism.  

8.6.1 Requirements list 
A requirements list is defined specifically for the opening mechanism before ideation begins 
for a specific construction.  
 
Demands: 

• Direct cold air upwards and out into the room for a maximum natural airflow in the 
room 

• Direct warm air downwards, out for a maximum natural airflow in the room 
• Have as few components as possible 
• Automatic movement 
• Smooth, no sudden movements 
• Stable construction when exposed to the airflow 
• Components must fit inside the housing geometry 

Wishes: 
• Easy to clean: removable parts 
• The opening is covered in fabric that stays smooth while open or closed  
• The opening shall have a curve that enables a smooth, turbulence free airflow 

8.6.2 Ideation 
A workshop is arranged with Design engineer students at The Royal Institute of Technology 
to find a good mechanical design for the outlet. The workshop structure and generated 
concepts are presented in Appendix 8. The concepts are then compared to each other in an 
evaluation matrix, shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. The outlet concepts are compared and graded in an evaluation matrix. 
 
 Feasible Less 

parts 
Smooth 
movement 

Space 
efficient 

Stable Easy to 
clean 

 

Weight 3 3 2 3 2 1 Sum. 
Concept 1: 
“Umbrella 
wires” 

2 6 2 6 5 10 4 12 2 4 0 0 38 

Concept 2: 
“One centre 
motor” 

5 15 4 12 4 8 4 12 4 8 2 2 57 

Concept 3: 
“Opens by 
the airflow” 

2 6 5 15 0 0 5 15 0 0 5 5 41 

Concept 4: 
“Outlet 
spins” 

2 6 3 9 0 0 3 9 1 2 2 2 28 

Concept 5: 
“Shape 
changing 
material” 

0 0 5 15 2 4 5 15 5 10 5 5 49 

Concept 6: 
“Centre cog 
wheel” 

2 6 0 0 3 6 0 0 5 10 0 0 22 

 
The concept “One centre motor” is illustrated in Figure 46. The unit is split in two symmetric 
parts across the horizontal line. The outer ring now consists of two half rings. One motor is 
positioned so it opens one side at a time by applying force with an extender. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 46. The winning concept’s basics: the movable outer ring is divided in two. One motor 
rotates to open one of the half rings, depending on if the unit is cooling of heating. 
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The concept is further defined to meet the requirements. Springs are added to the axis to 
provide smooth movements. Spiral springs are chosen as it matches the design well. (Olsson, 
2006) When one side is opened the other must stay shut. Two options are evaluated. The first 
is that the spring power is larger than the power the airflow applies on the movable half ring. 
This means the half ring will stay shut if the motor does not force it open. The other option is 
to add a bottom part to the extender. While the extender rotates and pushes down on the 
opening half ring, the extender applies a support from underneath on the closed half circle. 
See Figure 47. 

 

 
Figure 47. The extender, here blue, can be shaped to open one side while keeping the other 

one closed. Here with the motor and fastener to the right, positioned on the middle of the 
right side of the unit’s side. The upper half ring is here tilted approximately 10°. 
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One of the requirements is stability. The second option is more controlled and stable without 
spring movements.  
 
There are different ways to keep a curved outlet. The most basic version is to have a fabric 
support that slims down towards the sides, and by that bends easier. The fixed centre part of 
the outlet is shaped to keep the fabric from wrinkling nearer the axis. Figure 48 illustrates the 
shape. The fabric must stay attached to the fabric support. The fabric together with the 
support can be separated from the rest of the unit for washing. If the user wishes to change 
fabric, a new set mounted on a support is bought. 
 

 
Figure 48. The fixed part of the outlet is shaped to prevent loose fabric near the axis. The 

outlet gets a smooth curve by a fabric support that slims down towards the sides. 
 
The unit and the opening mechanism are modelled in 3D to make sure the latter fits in the 
housing dimensions. The same motor as in the disassembled Split unit in Figure 8 is chosen 
for the opening mechanism. It is a DC step motor, which enables the motor to stop at the 
desired positions without sensors. (The University of Iowa, 2014) 
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8.6.3 The new airflow 
The air is directed through a heat exchanger and in through the centre of a radial fan. The fan 
spreads out the air 360° and an inner wall directs the air out from the unit, as showed in 
Figure 49. 

 
 

Figure 49. The unit’s inner airflow. The left picture illustrates the unit when it is cooling and 
the right picture illustrates a heating unit. 
 
The airflow is innovative and easily communicated, perhaps a good strategy for Electrolux 
marketing to overcome the brand trust that keeps some consumers to choose competitors. 
 
The outlet opening is constrained so that the air inlet is twice the size, as required in a unit 
(Martinez and Tuztas, 2014). The part that counts as the inlet is the smallest path of which the 
air flows into the unit. This is between the fan and the wall, as seen in Figure 49. The 
dimension proportions are evaluated to be correct in the Catia model. (Catia, 2013) Exact 
measurements are left for continuous product development process that is needed to define all 
components. 

8.7 The surrounding components 
The filters will be the same as in today’s units, but shaped to fit the outside of the round heat 
exchanger halves. The handles are put in the bottom since it is easily reached and since the air 
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does not flow there. The filters are flexible so they can be dragged out, washed and pushed up 
again easily. See Figure 50. 
 
The housing is modelled in Catia V5 to set dimensions where all components fit. The unit’s 
total depth reach approximately 14 cm and the width and height is 64 cm. (Catia, 2013) Inner 
walls are added as air guides, as displayed to the far right in Figure 50 and also in section 
view in Figure 49. An architectural ring is added to hide the opening mechanism and to add a 
design statement. It is illustrated around the fan in the exploded view. 
 
 

 
Figure 50. Exploded view of the components situated around the fan and heat exchanger. The  
filters are the same as today’s but adapted to the new shape, illustrated fourth part from the 
left. The electronics are placed in upper centre connected to the thin display placed in the 

centre behind the front cover.  
 
A wall support is added for mounting, furthest to the left in Figure 50. The water collecting 
system is a part of the housing mould as well as support for mounting the electronics box. The 
electronics box dimensions are estimated based on measurements of the disassembled Split 
unit in Figure 8. The unit components should be easily spreadable for easy maintenance and 
promoting recycling. 

8.8 Materials 
A basic rule of Eco-design is to use as few different materials as possible. The housing, fabric 
support and all the outlet mechanism parts except the motor will be made in the same 
recyclable plastic PP. It is chosen for being easily moulded, durable and cheap. (CES 
Edupack, 2013) In addition, Electrolux uses it in most products. 
 
The materials in the heat exchanger must be great conductors and still be cheap. The copper 
has outstanding  thermal properties but is quite expensive. That is why hydrophilic aluminium 
is used for the fins. (CES Edupack, 2013) The refrigerant R410A is used according to 
Electrolux standard (Martinez, 2014).  
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9 Concept presentation 
The new bedroom environment unit is named Jonsu. The technology is based on the Split air 
conditioners, but the user experience is different.  

9.1 Shape 
A rounded unit with a soft form language is designed to strategically distance itself from the 
old, industrial, rectangular unit. It is shaped like a square with elliptic corners. It is almost 
round but not exactly, to prevent the hardness that comes with perfection, see Figure 51. The 
sides are angled inwards to the wall in order to create a lighter and non-box-like impression.  

 
Figure 51.  Jonsu is shaped to repel the hard, industrial square that the Split unit is 

associated with. 
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9.2 Architecture and technology adaption  
The technology went through a redesign in order to adapt it to the new, rounded shape. A 
radial fan provides the airflow and the new opening mechanism directs it for optimal room air 
circulation. A circular heat exchanger is built around the fan and two filters covers its outer 
surface to clean the air flowing in from the room.  

9.3 Airflow 
The airflow is never directed towards the user, but focused for optimal air distribution in the 
bedroom. It uses the surfaces around to travel greater distance for less work by the fan. It also 
makes use of the temperature that the surfaces of walls and ceiling radiate. 
 
The air goes in 360° from the sides on the back of the round unit, see Figure 52. In this way 
the filters are not directly visible from a straight view. 
  

 
Figure 52. The unit has a 360° inlet along its sides. 

 
The final part that the air travels through in the unit is the outlet. It is constructed based on 
two facts: 
 

1) Hot air rises 
2) Air follows surfaces 

 
The air is pushed out 180° upwards and out towards the ceiling when the unit is cooling the 
room, see Figure 53. Since hot air rises there will be a natural distribution of the air. The 
surface of the ceiling helps the air to travel further with less velocity. When the unit is heating 
it pushes out the air downwards and out for the same reasons. 
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Figure 53. The unit opens 180° upwards when it is cooling the room. 

9.4 Outlet mechanism 
The outlet mechanism consists of an outer ring that is split in two across the horizontal 
centreline. The outlet is covered by fabric that is attached to the half rings as well as to a 
centre surface that is fixed to the unit housing. Figure 54 illustrates the fixed centre part in 
blue and the moving upper half circle in green. 

 
Figure 54. The blue area is where the opening is attached and non-mobile. The unit opens 

180° when a motor tilts the green half ring around an axis. 
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One DC step motor rotates an extender that has two functions. The extender applies force on 
one of the half rings to open it, while the other half ring is kept closed by the extenders other 
side. The half rings rotates around two axis, one on each end, following the same horizontal 
line. Spiral springs are attached to each axis for a smooth movement. 

9.5 User experience and Interaction 
A good bedroom environment is tailored for sleeping. Sleep is strongly affected by 
temperature, light and routine. Overall human physique prefers the following: Same wakeup 
time and approximately 8 hours of sleep. It is good to have a calm-down period before going 
to sleep when the light is yellow/red and the temperature is relatively cool. The temperature 
can rise during sleep and the room should be completely dark. Wake-up hormones are 
stimulated by green/blue light and a comfort temperature should be kept. Details in how these 
parameters are best provided differ between users. 
 
Jonsu is equipped with the technology to create the optimal bedroom atmosphere mentioned 
above. LED lights along its side automatically start spreading ambient light to guide the user 
into following a healthy sleep cycle. It either lights up in long wavelengths to remind the user 
it is time to calm down before sleep, or lights up in short wavelengths to trigger wake-up 
hormones in the morning. The wavelengths are proven to stimulate sleep and wake-up 
hormones respectively.   
 
The temperature is also automatically altered to match the user’s sleep cycle. It is slightly 
cooler when going to sleep. After a couple of hours the temperature rises to match the user’s 
core body temperature and to save energy. 

9.5.1 The control 
The bedroom use demands simple and intuitive interaction. Thus the control is divided in two: 
one Smartphone application and one remote control. The remote control is designed for 
intuitive controlling of the basic functions: temperature and time. You can hold it in the dark, 
simply click ones and the display on the unit lights up. It shows the current temperature and 
when turning the button you change it. Clockwise for warmer, counter clockwise for colder. 
One more click and the display shows the wakeup time. Again, turn clockwise to postpone it 
or counter clockwise to rise earlier. See Figure 55. If the unit is turned on at times outside the 
sleep program, then simply push and hold the control for a couple of seconds. 
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Figure 55. Click on the control once to change temperature, twice to change time. Turn to 
either change temperature or time and see the results on a display on the unit.  

 
Since the bedroom environment preferences are highly personal, it is possible to change detail 
settings on a Smartphone application. The user interface reflects the rest of the user 
experience by keeping the background colour according to time of day and altering settings 
by dragging a marker around a circle. See Figure 56. 
 

 
Figure 56. Details like wakeup time, hours of sleep, light therapy length, temperature, etc, 

can be adjusted in a mobile app. Time, Temperature and light settings are displayed in circles 
to indicate the sleep pattern. 
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10 Conclusions 
In this chapter the results in Chapter 9 are compared with the requirements list in Chapter 5 
and the project goals stated in the introduction. 
 
The project purpose is to redefine the Split air conditioner into a product users find desirable. 
Current technology should be used so the concept can be developed for production today. The 
result is a Split air conditioner with a new archetype, airflow and user interface. The new 
shape is opposing the rectangular box archetype. All details in the design are developed to 
enhance softness and silence. The round shape changes the whole architecture and all 
components are redesigned to fit it. All components are validated that they function with 
equal efficiency as corresponding components in the current rectangular units. 
 
The new heat exchanger design is simulated together with a current 9000 BTU/h outdoor unit 
and the results provide a positive indication the new design can replace the old rectangular 
version. The total air contact surface is approximately the same and the same production 
method is used. More coil bends are required but the overall shape is more symmetrical and 
most likely lead to a more even airflow. The fan is validated by Ebm-Papst to match the new 
design and airflow. The new unit eliminates the direct, artificial air rush towards the user and 
in addition improves the air exchange in the whole room. Filters are exchangeable as they are 
today and all technology integrated in today’s units fit inside the new architecture. The design 
is modified so that the air enters 360° from all around the tilted sides. The inlet is not directly 
displayed to users while it keeps a maximum area related to the overall geometry. This 
minimizes the visibility of stains from dirty air entering the unit and maximizes the efficiency 
of the unit since more air can enter.  
 
The unit is developed for the bedroom to meet the desire of a relaxing home. There is a major 
wellness trend spreading in reaction to today’s hectic society. The sleep is key for a 
harmonious living, which is strongly related to the need of a good bedroom environment. 
Great value and meaning is added to the previously anonymous Split unit by tailoring it to this 
need. Furthermore, it is possible to redefine how the unit is used by adapting it to good sleep. 
By adapting the cooling or heating to the body’s temperature drop during sleep, it is possible 
to use less energy than if the unit was on all night. Also, the unit will not be turned on 
unnecessary. It will be turned on automatically to reach optimal temperature just in time for 
sleep. It is shown that users might not be aware of how important it is to keep a healthy, 
regular sleep cycle. Many do other things in the bedroom that has nothing to do with sleep, 
for example working. This shows a need of a sleep guide. Thus the unit will automatically 
turn on each night as a silent reminder of the sleep cycle. Ambient light will be used to 
promote sleep hormones at night and wake-up hormones in the morning. A simplified remote 
control is developed for intuitive interaction during use and a Smartphone application for 
tailoring settings to personal preferences. 
 
The author finds the results fulfilling all requirements and meeting the project purpose well. 
The new concept is easier to find desirable since it is connected to something all users need – 
sleep. The interaction is simplified and the design is adapted to home use. The unit turned into 
a statement piece since it opposes the archetype. This goes well with the Electrolux 
expressionist user.  
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11 Discussion and reflection 
Here it is discussed whether the compared results are satisfactory and what further 
developments are recommended.  
 
The airflow is changed to use the natural forces of air, i.e. hot air rises and it follows surfaces. 
The unit directs cold air up towards the ceiling and hot air down towards the floor. This is 
innovative and easy to communicate, which can build brand trust. Users complain about the 
artificial rush of air from today’s units and directing the air around the room now prevents 
this. The airflow does not have to be as powerful since it travels further by following the 
surfaces. Furthermore, the increased surfaces contact help the temperature change. Surfaces 
radiate temperature and will help cool or heat the room. The ceiling surface will turn cold 
when the unit is cooling and it will support the temperature dip. The inlet is placed 360° 
around the unit which makes the inlet larger while also supporting air contact with the wall 
surface around. More surface that adapts to the new temperature and helps spreading it.  
 
The heat exchanger and fan are the two most important components that set the efficiency of 
the indoor unit. The new heat exchanger design is tried in a digital simulator of a refrigeration 
cycle and proves to live up to standards. One of the largest fan manufacturers Ebm-papst 
provides a fan that matching the calculated requirements. This has proven that the concept is 
feasible, but further testing needs to be done to prove it is a good concept compared to current 
solutions. 
 
There are a lot that needs further testing and development. Unfortunately there was no time. 
Effort is invested in promoting the idea and making it worthwhile to keep developing by 
indicating that it is feasible.  
 
The interaction can be evaluated with users. The Smartphone application’s user interface can 
be tested by simply printing each possible display view and ask a user to navigate around the 
application without guidance. The interface design should be defined first. 
 
The air direction wall inside the unit needs to be designed for optimal airflow. The new 
airflow should be simulated by Computational Fluid Dynamics and then tested with a 
functional prototype. The fan noise should then also be evaluated. Both noise and air 
movement is so complex that all simplified test methods were turned down, as they would 
provide misleading results.  
 
In the end of the project it is questioned whether the heat exchanger still could have the coils 
bent along the short side. More coil turns lead to more production work and less air contact 
area per material mass. If the bottom ends of the heat exchanger is kept horizontal, then 
perhaps the oil will not get trapped by gravity. This has to be investigated and tested.  
 
Another decision that is questionable is to have a 9000 BTU/h unit. To meet the trends of 
compact living it would be interesting to investigate the opportunity to lower the energy 
consumption further by adapting the use to smaller spaces. 
 
The unit can be complemented with additional consumables. The unit is connected already so 
it is possible to communicate with other products. Everything that adds a better bedroom 
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environment, for example a humidifier, is interesting to look into. The main unit could be like 
a bedroom conductor with a whole orchestra of products. 
 
The unit should be easy to wash. It is discussed to develop the bottom part so that the user can 
pour water from the top that is directed through the heat exchangers and then out on one spot 
where a water collector can be placed. It is a possibility that can be investigated. The details 
in how to remove the fabric part for washing must be further developed as well. Details in 
general on the housing needs to be created for optimal plastic construction and assembly 
solutions must be defined. The outlet fabric support should be calculated how thin the 
material in the top versus closer to the centre to create the perfect curved air path. The outlet 
mechanism can be tried in CAD to evaluate how thick the half rings must be not be bent by 
the airflow. The axis system must be defined and details in how to assembly it to the machine. 
 
It is obvious that the new interaction saves energy if it automatically adapts during the night. 
But how much can it adapt and how much money does that save? It was planned to estimate 
how much energy is saved during a night and calculate an approximate cost saving based on 
current energy cost. It is left for future experiments. It is suggested to make use of the 
connectivity by adapting the unit capacity to avoid energy network peaks during the day. 
 
In the end of the project the author heard about noise cancellation technology that produces 
wavelengths that cancel out other noise wavelengths. This could be interesting to integrate.  
The Dutch artist Daan Roosegarde inspires with the artwork ‘Lotus Dome’ consisting of 
material that change shape with temperature. It would be intriguing to make a luxury unit that 
opens up with temperature change, resembling a live organism. There is plenty room for the 
imagination here. Envision something beautiful to bring silence to the bedroom. 
 
The focus of this project is to provide Electrolux’s experts with a good concept base. The 
experts are multiple times more experienced at the detailed development work, but perhaps 
they are trapped in their imagination on how the refrigeration market could look like, since 
they have seen it in its current state for their entire careers. This project will hopefully be an 
inspiration to a new direction. 
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11.4 Program references 
CATIA V5R20, Dassaut Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, FR, 2013 
 
CES EduPack, Granta Design Limited, Cambridge, UK, 2013 
 
MATLAB 7.9.0 (R2009b), The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2009 
 
IMST ART 3.60.03, Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, Valencia, ES, 2013 
 
Sleep Cycle, application for Iphone, version 4.5 #1607 

11.5 Pictures 
Figure 13: LG, http://www.lg.com/au/split-system-air-conditioner, Fujitsu, 
http://www.fujitsu-general.com/br/products/aircon/split_high_wall/asba_30_lfc.html, Daikin, 
http://www.daikin.se/binaries/broschyrblad_caldo_lr_tcm544-315431.pdf,  
retrieved 2014-05-14 
Figure 14: Samsung, http://www.samsung.com/latin_en/consumer/home-appliances/air-
conditioners/window/AR09HVSFKWKNXL-features, retrieved 2014-05-14 
Figure 23: Philips wakeup light, http://www.philips.co.uk/c-p/HF3520_01/coloured-sunrise-
simulation , retrieved 2014-08-12. 
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Appendix 2. A heat exchanger production method 
The Electrolux heat exchanger is made out of copper coils and aluminium fins. The copper 
coils are stored in large rolls as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Picture 1. The copper coils are stored in rolls. 

 
The coils are then punched off at appropriate length and bent once in the middle. This is done 
in a machine shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. The copper coils are cut and bent in a machine. 
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Afterwards the bent coils are manually pushed into pre-manufactured sets of fins, see Figure 
3. The coils are then being expanded so that the fins stick to them, which is crucial for the 
heat exchange. This is done in different ways depending on the factory. 

 

  
Figure 3. The bent coils are pushed into sets of fins manually. 
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The endings of the copper coils are soldered together with separate bent pieces that are shown 
in figure 4. This is done in a machine. The heat exchanger is finalized by manually soldering 
inlet and outlet coils to the system, as done in Figure 5. 
  

 
Figure 4. The heat exchanger side displays the coil endings soldered to bent pieces. 

 

 
Figure 5. Outlet and inlet coils are welded to connection pipes.  
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Appendix 3. Architecture and airflow workshop 
The workshop is held at The Royal Institute of Technology on the 21st of March with the aim 
to evaluate four different component architectures. Table 1 show a participants list. 
 
Table 1. The participants at the workshop. 
 
Participants name Title 
Jamie Arias 
 

Researcher, Department of Energy Technology, The Royal Institute 
of Technology 

Israel Martinez 
 

Represents Advanced development Home Comfort at Electrolux 

Pavel Makhnatch 
 

PhD Candidate, Department of Energy Technology, The Royal 
Institute of Technology 

Erik Björk 
 

Research engineer, Department of Energy Technology, The Royal 
Institute of Technology 

David Nilsson 
 

Thesis student at the department of Energy, The Royal Institute of 
Technology 

Qian Wang 
 

PhD Candidate, Department of Civil and Architectural Engineering, 
The Royal Institute of Technology 

Arefeh Hesaraki 
 

PhD Candidate, Department of Civil and Architectural Engineering, 
The Royal Institute of Technology 

Peter Hill 
 

Research engineer, Department of Energy Technology, The Royal 
Institute of Technology 

Björn E Palm 
 

Professor, Department of Energy Technology, The Royal Institute of 
Technology 

 
The materials are tboards, pictures of the concepts, post-its as well as red, green and blue 
stickers, see Figure 1.  The workshop starts with an introduction of the project, the bedroom 
direction and the new round shape. Then each concept is discussed. Input is written on post-
its and attached to the belonging concept board. The input post-it is marked with a red sticker 
if being against the solution, green if positive and yellow if it is a new idea. 
  

 
Figure 1. Material used in the workshop. The boards to the left display background material 

while the two boards to the right are filled with input. 
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Appendix 4. Bedroom survey 
The survey is shared on Facebook since it is most time efficient and the project members have 
Facebook contacts spread over the whole identified market.  
 

 
 

8 hours or less 28 39%

from 8 to 10 hours 32 44%

from 10 to 14 hours 11 15%

14 hours or more 1 1%

72 responses
View all responses  Publish analytics

Summary

Including night sleep, how many hours do you spend daily in your
bedroom?

Besides sleeping, which other activities do you do in your bedroom?

Edit this formHanna Lundén

Bedroom environment comfort - Google Forms https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1UVNlONhOMnWwSutOK0...

1 of 4 12/08/14 11:48
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Watch TV 15 6%

Fool around with computer 41 15%

Work or school work on desk 23 9%

Work or school work in bed 21 8%

Read 52 19%

Relax / chill 40 15%

Have a snack 18 7%

Nap 39 15%

Other 18 7%

Calm down before sleeping 30 11%

Wake up / go to sleep at a similar time 10 4%

Dark room 39 14%

Ambient light 4 1%

Room temperature 46 17%

Avoid coffee before sleeping 12 4%

Hours of sleep (8 hours approximately) 32 12%

Noise 33 12%

Room humidity 6 2%

A good bed and pillow 47 17%

Which are the factors you consider the most important for having a
good sleep?

Bedroom environment comfort - Google Forms https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1UVNlONhOMnWwSutOK0...

2 of 4 12/08/14 11:48
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Smells 11 4%

25 or less 25 35%

25 to 30 40 56%

31 to 35 3 4%

36 to 45 2 3%

46 to 60 1 1%

61 or more 0 0%

How old are you?

Country of origin

México

Luxembourg

France

Turkey

Mexico

Canada

Sweden

sweden

How is your living situation?

Bedroom environment comfort - Google Forms https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1UVNlONhOMnWwSutOK0...

3 of 4 12/08/14 11:48
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Single household 12 17%

Apartment/house with family (more than 2) 15 21%

Apartment/house with friends 14 19%

Together with partner/couple 29 40%

Corridor room 2 3%

1 room 11 15%

2 rooms 25 35%

3 rooms 20 28%

4 rooms 7 10%

5 rooms 5 7%

6 rooms 2 3%

more than 6 rooms 2 3%

How many rooms does your home have?

Number of daily responses

Bedroom environment comfort - Google Forms https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1UVNlONhOMnWwSutOK0...

4 of 4 12/08/14 11:48
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Appendix 5. Heat exchanger construction 
The different heat exchanger constructions are evaluated in Imst Art with the compressor 
input according to Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. The compressor parameters when simulation the refrigeration cycle in Imst Art. 

 
The results for the winning design is shown in two tables, table 1 display a summary of the 
cycle and table 2 shows a summary of the heat exchanger parameters. The COP2 is also 
expressed as Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER). It then has the dimensions of BTU/(W*h) 
resulting in 
 
COP2 = 3,412*EER                      (1) 
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Table 1. A summary of the results from simulating a refrigerattion cycle with the winning 
construction and using the compressor in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SUMMARY' ' ' ' ' ' '
Condensation*Temp.* °C* 46,259* 46,45* 46,618* 46,76* 46,883*
Evaporation*Temp.* °C* 8,297* 9,144* 9,8394* 10,412* 10,901*
Condensation*Press.* kPa* 2816,8* 2829,4* 2840,4* 2849,8* 2857,8*
Evaporation*Press.* kPa* 1031,9* 1057,8* 1080,1* 1098,8* 1114,8*
Condenser*SubCooling* K* 9,5* 9,5* 9,5* 9,5* 9,5*
Total*SubCooling* K* 9,5* 9,5* 9,5* 9,5* 9,5*
Evaporator*Superheat* K* 5* 5* 5* 5* 5*
Total*SuperHeat* K* 5* 5* 5* 5* 5*
COP* * 4,0132* 4,0979* 4,1641* 4,2177* 4,2639*
COP*Auxiliary*Included* * 3,777* 3,8581* 3,9219* 3,9737* 4,0183*
EER* * 13,706* 13,995* 14,221* 14,404* 14,562*
EER*Auxiliary*Included* * 12,899* 13,176* 13,394* 13,571* 13,723*
Total*Carnot*Eff.* %* 54,131* 54,156* 54,119* 54,065* 54,012*
Total*Carnot*Eff.*Auxiliary*Included* %* 50,945* 50,986* 50,971* 50,937* 50,901*
COP(HPA)* * 4,9632* 5,0479* 5,1141* 5,1677* 5,2139*
COP(HPA)*Auxiliary*Included* * 4,6711* 4,7525* 4,8167* 4,8688* 4,9136*
EER(HPA)* * 16,95* 17,239* 17,466* 17,649* 17,806*
EER(HPA)*Auxiliary*Included* * 15,953* 16,231* 16,45* 16,628* 16,781*
TCE(HPA)* %* 58,988* 58,923* 58,821* 58,716* 58,62*
TCE(HPA)*Auxiliary*Included* %* 55,516* 55,475* 55,4* 55,319* 55,244*
Cooling*Capacity* kW* 3,2088* 3,2962* 3,3715* 3,4346* 3,4885*
Heating*Capacity* kW* 3,9684* 4,0604* 4,1406* 4,2082* 4,2657*
Mass*Flowrate* kg/s* 0,018939* 0,019466* 0,019923* 0,020308* 0,020637*
Comp.*Disch.*Temp.* °C* 76,562* 76,272* 76,073* 75,928* 75,809*
Comp.*Power*Input* kW* 0,79955* 0,80437* 0,80964* 0,81432* 0,81814*
Global*Power*Input* kW* 0,84955* 0,85437* 0,85964* 0,86432* 0,86814*
Isentropic*Eff.* %* 70,023* 69,939* 69,838* 69,731* 69,627*
Compressor*Eff.* %* 66,522* 66,442* 66,346* 66,245* 66,145*
Volumetric*Eff.* %* 90,172* 90,356* 90,509* 90,632* 90,735*
Refrigerant* * R410A* R410A* R410A* R410A* R410A*
* * * * * * *
Evaporator*Sec.*Fluid*Inlet*Flow*Rate*
(*)* m³/h* 400* 450* 500* 550* 600*
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Table 2. The heat exchanger results from the simulation. 
Name* * evap_3* evap_3* evap_3* evap_3* evap_3*
Exchanger´s*Type* * Coil* Coil* Coil* Coil* Coil*
Calculation*Model* * Detailed* Detailed* Detailed* Detailed* Detailed*
Capacity* kW* 3,2088* 3,2962* 3,3715* 3,4346* 3,4885*
Sensible*Capacity* kW* 2,1967* 2,3271* 2,4531* 2,5742* 2,6916*
SHR* %* 68,458* 70,598* 72,762* 74,951* 77,158*
Sensible*Efficiency* %* 90,415* 89,248* 88,131* 87,056* 86,052*
Sensible*UA* W/K* 308,57* 330,13* 350,56* 369,93* 388,82*
Sensible*NTU* * 2,3449* 2,23* 2,1312* 2,0446* 1,9699*
Sensible*LMTD* K* 7,1189* 7,0489* 6,9978* 6,9586* 6,9225*
Min.*Wall*Temp.* °C* 8,9644* 9,8486* 10,563* 11,163* 11,678*
Max.*Wall*Temp.* °C* 19,879* 20,451* 20,907* 21,292* 21,669*
Refrigerant* * R410A* R410A* R410A* R410A* R410A*
****Refrigerant*Area* m²* 0,30549* 0,30549* 0,30549* 0,30549* 0,30549*
****Two*Phase*Area* %* 93,869* 93,626* 93,403* 93,209* 93,097*
****Superheating*Area* %* 6,1314* 6,3735* 6,5965* 6,7913* 6,9029*
****Mass*Flowrate* kg/s* 0,018939* 0,019466* 0,019923* 0,020308* 0,020637*
****Inlet*Temperature* °C* 8,5369* 9,3868* 10,078* 10,657* 11,153*
****Outlet*Temperature* °C* 13,297* 14,144* 14,839* 15,411* 15,901*
****Inlet*Quality* * 0,22183* 0,21829* 0,21547* 0,21309* 0,21105*
****Outlet*Superheat* K* 5,0001* 5,0004* 5,0001* 4,9999* 4,9998*
****Pressure*Drop* kPa* 9,9502* 10,307* 10,622* 10,889* 11,112*
Secondary*Fluid* * Air* Air* Air* Air* Air*
****Area* m²* 6,4754* 6,4754* 6,4754* 6,4754* 6,4754*
****Flowrate* m³/h* 400* 450* 500* 550* 600*
****Face*Velocity* m/s* 0,78181* 0,87954* 0,97726* 1,075* 1,1727*
****Inlet*Temperature* °C* 27* 27* 27* 27* 27*
****Outlet*Temperature* °C* 10,243* 11,234* 12,052* 12,748* 13,347*
****Pressure*Drop* Pa* 27,711* 32,609* 37,79* 43,18* 48,864*
* * * * * * *
Evaporator*Sec.*Fluid*Inlet*Flow*Rate*
(*)* m³/h* 400* 450* 500* 550* 600*
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Table 3 displays the geometry of the winning construction. 
 
Table 3. The geometry of the winning heat exchanger construction 
 
Geometry( * * * * * *
Tube*diameter* mm* 7* 7* 7* 7* 7*
Tube*thickness* mm* 0,25* 0,25* 0,25* 0,25* 0,25*
Internal*surface* * Rifled* Rifled* Rifled* Rifled* Rifled*
Transversal*spacing* mm* 19* 19* 19* 19* 19*
Longitudinal*spacing* mm* 15* 15* 15* 15* 15*
Fin*surface*type* * Louvered* Louvered* Louvered* Louvered* Louvered*
Fin*spacing* fpi* 21* 21* 21* 21* 21*
Fin*thickness* mm* 0,1* 0,1* 0,1* 0,1* 0,1*
Number*of*rows* * 2* 2* 2* 2* 2*
Number*of*circuits* * 4* 4* 4* 4* 4*
Core*height* mm* 1292* 1292* 1292* 1292* 1292*
Core*depth* mm* 30* 30* 30* 30* 30*
Finned*length* mm* 110* 110* 110* 110* 110*
Finned*face*area* m²* 0,14212* 0,14212* 0,14212* 0,14212* 0,14212*
Fin*surface*area* m²* 6,1465* 6,1465* 6,1465* 6,1465* 6,1465*
Total*coil*surface*area* m²* 6,4754* 6,4754* 6,4754* 6,4754* 6,4754*
Compactness*ratio* m²/m³* 1518,8* 1518,8* 1518,8* 1518,8* 1518,8*
Fin*Mass* kg* 0,97352* 0,97352* 0,97352* 0,97352* 0,97352*
Tube*Mass* kg* 0,70665* 0,70665* 0,70665* 0,70665* 0,70665*
Bends*Mass* kg* 0,58123* 0,58123* 0,58123* 0,58123* 0,58123*
Total*Mass* kg* 2,2614* 2,2614* 2,2614* 2,2614* 2,2614*
* * * * * * *
Evaporator*Sec.*Fluid*Inlet*Flow*Rate*
(*)* m³/h* 400* 450* 500* 550* 600*
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Appendix 6. Fan construction 
Here follows the code in Matlab for interpolating the pressure drop estimation that the fan 
should compensate for. Table 1 display the pressure drop input received from Matlab. 
 
%Graph of measured filter and housing pressure drop data from 
an old 12 kBTU indoor Split AC unit.  
  
A = [0 300 537] %Airflow 
P = [0 19 60.597] %Pressure drop values from current unit 
 
figure 
hold all 
x = linspace(0, 537); 
plot(A,P,'ko ') 
plot(x, interp1(A,P,x,'cubic'),'b-') 
  
xlabel('Airflow [m3/h]') 
ylabel('Pressure drop [Pa]') 
legend('raw data','cubic interpolation') 
  
interp1(A,P,200,'cubic') 
interp1(A,P,250,'cubic') 
interp1(A,P,300,'cubic') 
interp1(A,P,350,'cubic') 
interp1(A,P,400,'cubic') 
interp1(A,P,450,'cubic') 
 
%Graph of measured filter and housing pressure drop data from 
an old 12 
%kBTU indoor Split AC unit.  
  
A = [0 300 537] 
P = [0    19    60.597] 
  
Ahex = [0 200 250 300 350 400 450] 
Phex = [0 10.34 14.203 18.41 22.933 27.711 32.609] 
  
figure 
hold all 
x = linspace(0, 537); 
  
plot(A,P,'ko ') 
plot(x, interp1(A,P,x,'cubic'),'b-') 
  
plot(Ahex,Phex, 'r.') 
plot(x, interp1(Ahex,Phex,x,'cubic'),'k-') 
  
xlabel('Airflow [m3/h]') 
ylabel('Pressure drop [Pa]') 
legend('raw data filter & housing','cubic interpolation filter 
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& housing','raw data heatexchanger','cubic interpolation 
heatexchanger') 
(källa http://matlab.cheme.cmu.edu/category/basic-matlab/) 
 
Table 1.  How the heat exchanger’s pressure drop vary with airflow 
 
Airflow [m3/h]: 0 200 250 300 350 400 450 
Pressure drop filter 
and housing [Pa]: 

0 9.8745 14.3048 19 24.8518 
 

32.6475 
 

41.9707 

Pressure drop 
heatexchanger [Pa] 

0 10.34 14.203 18.41 22,933 27.711 32,609 

 
The pressure drop caused by housing and filter is estimated based on values from a current 
Split air conditioner. The resulting graphs that were sent to Imst Art for ordering the right fan. 
Figure 1 illustrates the raw data , the curve from the housing and filter pressure and the curve 
for the heat exchanger. Figure 2 was sent to Ibm-papst 
 

 
Figure 1. The graph illustrates pressure depending on airflow from filter and housing 

together, as well as from the heatexchanger 
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Figure 2. The graph illustrates the total pressure of the air, caused by housing, filter and 
heatexchanger. This was sent to Ebm-Papst. 
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Appendix 7. Fan Brochure 
The fan brochure provided by Sven Bråtman at Ebm-papst is inserted here. 



K3G190-RC05-03 RadiCal
Radialfläktsmodul EC

- Hög verkningsgrad med fläkthjul typ RadiCal och ny EC-motor
- Extremt tystgående med optimerat luftflöde genom fläkthjulet
- Lågt rotationsljud
- Mycket kompakt
- Robust konstruktion och underhållsfri drift
- Uppfyller ErP krav
- Styrsignal 0-10 VDC eller PWM
- Utspänning 10 VDC max 1,1 mA
- Tachoutgång

Teknisk data

Beskrivning Radialfläktsmodul EC

Spänning 1~230 VAC

Spänningsområde 1~200-240 VAC

Frekvens 50/60 Hz

Effekt 83 W

Märkström 0,75 A

Maxström 0,75 A

Varvtal 3200 rpm

Luftflöde 212.00 l/s

Luftflöde 765.0 m3/h

Temperaturområde -25...+60 °C

Rotationsriktning Medurs sett från rotorsidan

Motor Elektroniskt kommuterad ytterrotormotor med integrerad drivelektronik

Motorbeteckning M3G055-BI

Motorskydd / Skydd Övertemperaturskyddad motor och elektronik motorströmbegränsning, skydd mot blockerad rotor, mjukstart, inga kondensvattenhål
(öppen rotor)

Kapslingsklass IP44

Isolationsklass motor "B"

Lagertyp Kullager

Material Elektronikkapsling: Gjuten aluminium

Fläkthjul Tillverkat i ett stycke av glasfiberarmerad plast, PA 6, bakåtböjda skovlar 7 st

Hölje Glasfiberarmerad plast, PA 6

Monteringsläge Valfritt

Elektrisk anslutning Kabel 450 mm, variabel riktning på kabelutgång

Uppfyllda standarder EMC: Emission enligt EN 61000-6-3 Immunitet enligt EN 61000-6-2 Övertoner enligt EN 61000-3-2/3 Uppfyller: EN 60335-1 VDE UL
CSA CCC GOST (under behandling)

Storlek ø 190 mm

Vikt 1.6 kg

Info Läckström < 3,5 mA enligt EN 60950-1;; Driftform: Kontinuerlig drift (S1);; Skyddsklass: I

Art.nr K3G190RC0503

Se www.ebmpapst.se för uppdaterad information
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Diagram
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Ritning
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Driftpunktsdata

Vid flöde 450 m3/h och tryck 75 Pa

Uppgifter vid driftpunkt

Effekt 32 W

SFP 0.07 W/(m3/h), 0.25 kW/(m3/s)

Varvtal 2249 rpm (70% av maxvarvtal)

Energibehov

279 kWh/år
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Appendix 8. Outlet mechanism workshop 
The workshop was held at The Royal Institute of Technology on the 5th of May. Six Design 
engineer students participate, see Table 1. Background information is presented and then the 
ideation is performed in two parts. The participants are paired up according to Table 1 and 
ideate within their team in the first stage. They are asked to fill in their ideas on A3 papers 
provided. In the second part the ideas are presented and new adeas are developed together.  
 
Table 1. The participants at the workshop according to team belonging 
 
Participants name Team 

Katja Rantala 
 

1 

Lotten Ljungmar 
 

1 

Anna Svensson 2 

Elisabeth Norebäck 
 

2 

Per Larsson 
 

3 

Johan Bergström 
 

3 

 
Following pages are resulting A3 papers with ideas. 






















